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Tip-off time

That's a winner

Pistons, Blazers ready for
NBA finals starting tonight

Pendleton singles in 11th
for Cardinal victory
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June is Dairy Month
Celebrating the contributions
of America's farm families
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Common sense,
courtesy keys
to boating safety
on area's lakes

50-CENTS

Highway improvements: wishful thinking?

By TODD 0. ROSS
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MURRAY, KY

WORLD

Partly cloudy
Tonight partly cloudy. Low
in the lower 60s. South wind 5
to 10 mph. Wednesday partly
sunny. A 30 percent chance of
thunderstorm. High in the
mid-80s.

NATIONAL

SAN FRANCISCO— Mikhail S. Gorbachev, celebrating the end
of
the Cold War, embraced former arch-enemy South Korea, thrilled
crowds of ordinary San Franciscans, won the applause of businessmen
and then flew home to his own deeply troubled nation.
COPENHAGEN, Denmark — Secretary of State James A. Baker
III carried promises of Western economic help and nuclear and territor
ial assurances to Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze
today to try to gain Moscow's support for NATO membership for a
united Germany.
WASHINGTON — Congress, returning today from a long holiday,
finds itself at odds with the administration on policy toward China
and
the Soviet Union.
WASHINGTON — Conservatives and religious fundamentalists are
hailing a Supreme Court ruling they say helps put extracurricular prayer back in public schools for students who want to worship together.
LOS ANGELES — A federal judge has ruled that top elected officials in the nation's most populous county systematically discriminated
against Hispanic voters to protect their own positions in office.

STATE
SALYERSVILLE — Two alleged child-abuse victims said they lied
when they made incriminating statements that led to their father's
indictment on eight felony sexual molestation counts.
FRANKFORT — A sense that skeptics were watching
when the council charged with judging school performance prevailed
in a new
Kentucky education system started its work by deciding to use a
task
force approach.
BOWLING GREEN — A six-month search in two states has
ended
with the selection of this south-central Kentucky city as the site for
an
automotive parts plant that will employ as many as 300
people.
LEXINGTON — Allergy season in Kentucky is normally in
summer when ragweed strikes. But don't tell that to those bothere late
d by
pollen from grass or trees who have had burning eyes and a nagging
cough this spring.

Murray Ledger' & Times Staff Writer

Common sense and common
courtesy are the keys to boating
safety this summer, according to
the Kentucky State Water Patrol.
June is Boating Safety Month
and Richard Gidcumb, senior officer with the water patrol, said the
primary goal of boating safety is
for people to have a good attitude.
"People need to just go out and
have fun," he said, "but they need
to keep in the back of their minds
that they should drive consistently
and use a lot of common sense."
As far as equipment requirements for boats, Gidcumb said
there are not many. For boats 16
feet or more, everyone aboard must
have a wearable, Coast Guardapproved, usable and readily accessible personal flotation device.
Boats must also have a Type 4,
.1
throwable, Coast Guard-approved,
usable device such as a ring. It
must be immediately accessible.
All boats must have a fire
extinguisher aboard.
"The next thing to do is to give
the boat a once-over to check for
loose fittings, lines and wires,"
Gidcumb said. "A boat takes a
beating out there on the water. It is
not a requirement, but it is also
good to have a battery cover over
the positive charge to keep the
sparks down."
Gidcumb said in the marina area,
boaters are to use idle speed only. The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Comme
This rule goes for any other high- efforts to move the idea of improving area roadwarce will soon begin
ys to the front burtraffic areas.
ner, according to Steve Zea, executive director of the local chamber.
Pictured above is Kentucky 121 between Murray and Mayfield.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Staff Oslo by Kris Fail

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

NEW YORK — The Atlanta Braves selected high school shortstop
Chipper Jones of Jacksonville, Fla., with the first slection in the amateur draft.
PARIS — Monica Seles won her 29th straight match to reach the
French Open quarterfinals and Gabriela Sabatini endured yet another
Grand Slam failure.
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court put off making a decision
on whether to take on the NFL's labor dispute, and asked the Justice
Department for its opinion on the issue.

BUSINESS — FINANCE
NEW YORK — Doubts
about the stability of Donald
Trump's casino and real estate
empire increased as the developer confirmed he is negotiating with major banks concerned about his ability to
handle his billion -dollar debt
load.
Prices for junk bonds used
to finance Trump's Atlantic
City casino projects plunged as
much as $10 on Monday as
investors soured on the
investments.
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By KRIS FAZI
Murray Ledger Ii Times Staff Writer

Most motorists traveling along
Kentucky 121 to Mayfield or Kentucky 94 to the lakes area have fervently wished the roads were fourlanes at least once.
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce is about to
begin efforts to make that wish a
reality.
"We want to move (the issue) to
the front burner and form a committee within the next few weeks to
study the different possibilities,"
said Steve Zea, executve director
of the Chamber of Commerce.
The committee will determine
which projects would most likely
be approved and receive the most
state and federal funding.
Zea said the chamber's goal is to
have a plan formulated before the
General Assembly meets in 1992.
.'.A .proposal '_to widen Kentucky
121 to a four-lane from Murray to
U.S. 45, which spans Mayfield and
Paducah, will be considered.
"It would benefit the entire area
economically; it would get more
people into MSU from Mayfield
and Paducah," Zea said. "Industry,
such as Westvaco, would also have
better access for their logging
trucks."
Currently a bypass, primarily for
logging trucks, is being built beginning at the Sedalia-Y on Kentucky
(Cont'd on page 2)

Bailey says he won't be 'railroaded' out of his job
By MARK COOPER

SPORTS

Chamber begins
efforts to study
possibilities of
better roadways

State Railroad Commissioner
Bill Bailey of Murray is not going
to stand for getting railroaded out
of his job.
Bailey said he and another member of the Kentucky Railroad Commission, which oversees public
complaints with the state's railroad
companies, are willing to go to
court if necessary to overturn
action taken earlier this year by the

Adams' efforts at
boosting interest
In Murray paying
off with visitors

Kentucky General Assembly which
will terminate funding for the commission after Jan. 5, 1992.
Attorneys, including former governor and circuit court judge Bert
Combs of Lexington, have been
hired to look into possible litigation in the case in which the state,
in an effort to trim budget costs
during the last legislative session,
overstepped its authority in eliminating the commission, Bailey said.
"Everything they have done has
been unconstitutional," Bailey said,

referring to state law which prohibits constitutional offices, such as
the railroad commission, from
being eliminated without a constitutional amendment.
Most of the state's regulatory
power over railroads now rests
with the Transportation Cabinet
and not with the Railroad Commission, a fact which convinced Sen.
Benny Ray Bailey of Hindman to
propose to the General Assembly
eliminating the commission's
$84,800 annual budget in two

years.
The General Assembly approved
a plan that would allow the commission's three members to divide
$70,000 in appropriations in 1991
and $80,000 in 1992 to open
offices in their districts.
But funding for the entire commission would cease with the end
of the terms of the incumbent
members on Jan. 5, 1992.
The appropriations, however, eli(Cont'd on page 2)

A Summer Sizzlin* Weekend'

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The Murray and Lakes' area is
under an inspection and the entire
country may be 'awaiting the
results.
A group of six travel writers representing a large number of publications — as well as one radio talk
show — will wrap up the first of
two four-day tours of the area
today as part of a "Summer Sizzlin' Weekend" sponsored by the
Murray Tourism Commission and
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce.
Chamber Public Relations Director Anne Adams, who is acting as
the group's host, said the tour
stems from a travel writers' luncheon in New York last November
in which she drummed up interest
in Murray with the writers.
"They are here to gather infor(Cont'd on page 2)

New York writer Alice Ross, seated at left, as well as other touring
Weekend," join visitors in being entertained by "The Unknown Scout, members of the "Summer Sizzlin'
" portrayed by Jay Overton, at the
National Scouting Museum Monday. The group will wrap up their four-d
ay tour of the Murray and lakes'
area today. A second group is expected Saturday.
Staff Mote by Mark Cooper
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TVA board member begins
two-week river inspection

Better roadways...

'Just a hobby

(Cont'd from page 1)
121 south of Mayfield and ending
on the north side of town, near the
Holiday Inn on Kentucky 121, said
Martha
Babb, director of the MayKNOXVILLE, Tam.(AP) — A media joined Waters aboard a TVA
field
Tourism
Commission.
two-week,650-mile inspection tour tugboat and 110-foot barge comBabb
said
no
action has been
of the Tennessee River isn't all
missioned for the trip on its first
taken
toward
making
Kentucky 121
work for Tennessee Valley Author- leg to Knoxville on Monday.
a four-lane highway.
ity director John Waters.
"We want you to be a friend to
"We would be glad to work with
"It's a fun time," Waters,
river," Waters told them. the Murray Chamber of Commerce
the
attired in riverboat white from head
"That
to foot, said Monday as he trip." is the main purpose of this in trying to get it done," she said.
Another long-time proposal is to
embarked on the journey.
U.S. Rep. John Duncan Jr., R- extend a four-lane from U.S. 641 in
"You know, there is a Huck
Knoxville, was one of those Murray to Paris, Tam. Kentucky
Finn in nearly everybody. And
aboard. "The river is a great natur- and Tennessee officials have dissome of us have a little more than
al resource. It is a real treasure for cussed working together on such a
the law allows," the 60-year-old
this area," he said.
project.
Waters said with a smile.
But the congressman added, "It
"To get out on the river and recZea said the four-lane would
ognize it is a place of beauty and a is something that I guess many of have to extend all the way to Paris
who
us
have
lived here all our lives
place of solitude and a place of
to be beneficial.
possibly Lake for granted."
relaxation, it is important that we
A project to four-lane Kentucky
When policymakers return to
know that, too."
94 from Murray to U.S. 68/80, and
Waters' trip, called the "Voyage city hall, the Legislature or Con- from 68/80 to Cadiz is another
for the Valley," will take 11 days. gress, Waters said he hopes they priority.
He will travel the Tennessee from 'will consider whether their plans
Tom Smith, chairman of the
will impact the waterway.
its start a few miles east of Knoxboard
of directors at the Marshall
ville to Paducah, Ky., where it
"Is that good for the river, do
flows into the Ohio River.
we need to do something else to County Chamber of Commerce,
said the chamber has not taken any
Waters said the river tour will
protect the river?
action on four-laning U.S. 68/80.
wind its way south across northern
"The river is a tremendously
"We'd like to see it done," he
Alabama and northeastern Missis- valuable asset to us," he said.
sippi and back up through west "The river furnishes the water for said. "If the two counties would get
Tennessee to Kentucky. At each about 80 percent of the people that together on this, we could really
stop, the focus will be on local live in the Valley. So what we make an impact. We will probably
form a committee to look into it,
concerns and conditions.
drink and the other uses for the and work
with the Murray ChamLocal officials and the news water is very, very important."
George Hargrove with some of his bicycles
ber of Commerce."
Gary Mize, president of the
Cadiz-Trigg County Chamber of
Commerce, said funds to construct
a four-lane highway from Cadiz to
(Cont'd from page 1)
Interstate 24 were secured when
minates the commissioners' $3,000 Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's $600
annual salary after July 1 of this million-dollar road bond proposal
get out here and start working, and
Just the other day, Hargrove said
By TODD 0. ROSS
year — another unconstitutional was passed this year.
all I worry about is the bent fenhe bought a bicycle for $8. "I put a
Murray
tackier
&
Times
Staff
Writer
Mize said this area will have difThe Calloway County Fiscal Court move — and allows the commisder in front of me.
$1.47 brake rod on it and sold it for
received official word Monday of a sioners only $200 yearly to cover ficulty getting a four-lane from
"This
For
is
some
strictly
people
$10.
a
work
I made $.53 off of that," he
hobby
is
a
for
me,"
Kentucky Community Develop- mileage costs, barely a drop in the Kentucky 94 to U.S. 68/80.
struggle. For others it is a labor of he said. "I've been retired for 15
said. "Hey, as long as I break even
ment Block Grant (CDBG) in the bucket, Bailey said.
I don't care.
"Before a four-lane comes to love. For George Hargrove, 65, years, and I just got tired of sitting
Bailey said the proposal was
amount of S208,000 to be used in
down."
work
is
his
"If I made this a business, then I
medicine.
Murray
from here, TVA and LBL
the purchase of the old Seventh & approved "at the last minute" by are
Hargrove
Hargrove
would
and
said
his
wife,
he
Dorothy,
fixes
have to get a business
bicycles,
going
to
have
to
get
their
act
Poplar Church of Christ building joint committees of the House and together;
live at 1210 Peggy Ann Drive in tricycles and exercise bicycles for
license, and then the IRS gets a
they're
going
to
have
to
Senate without proper examination.
for use as a community center.
Murray. Several years ago he was friends and even the neighborhood
hold of you," he said. "If I'm makAlthough considered by some to become a supermajor tourist attrac- diagnosed with high blood pres- kids whenever their bicycles break
In a letter from Gov. Wallace
tion,"
he
said.
ing
$.53 off a bike, it's obvious I
Wilkinson, the court was praised be outdated, the commission still
Mize said there would have to be sure, high cholesterol and diabetes. down. "Sometimes they give me don't know business."
provides
state
the
a
very
valuable
for its dedication and work on the
"I was taking all kinds of medicine money. Sometimes I just do it for
Hargrove said
service, Bailey said, acting as a go- a traffic problem along the present for them," he said.
project.
free," he said. "I sell them, trade help people out. he just likes to
highway
because
of
the
great
cost
"I sold five bicyThen he said he started dabbling them or give them away. I've been cles to this
"Your efforts to secure this grant between for residents who have involved.
one
lady
— $30 for all
boundary,
right-of-way, rate or
around in his garage with some old known to give them away before." of them,"
on behalf of your community are to
he
said.
"Then
she came
other
"They
will
disputes
have
with
build
to
railroad
two
carriers
bicycles, and ever since, his blood
Dorothy said sometime
be commended," Wilkinson said.
back and wanted one for herself,
bridges — one over Kentucky Lake pressure went down, his cholesterol spends 10-12 hours a day s he
in the state.
working
but she didn't have $5 for the bike.
The building, once acquired, will
The commission meets periodi- and one over Barkley Lake. The went down and his diabetes isn't a on the bicycles.
I told her to take the bike and pay
be used to house the community"s. cally to decide action on individual traffic would have to double or problem anymore.
"If I were doing this to get me when she could. She
needed to
aging, employment, welfare and cases, but most problems are more to four-lane 68," he said.
"This is medication for me," said
money, I would take my tools —
be out with those kids.
emergency assistance programs settled between the commission of
Hargrove, who has approximately I'm a jack-legged carpenter — and
"This is
which are currently housed in scat- the district and the railroad com40 bicycles in his garage that he make more money in a half hour Hargrove just a hobby for me,"
said.
tered locations throughout the city pany's attorneys without much
has either bought or traded for. "I than I am fixing bikes," he said. killing time." "I'm just out here
and county.
fuss, Bailey said.
Under the state's constitution,
Required renovations to the the commissioners' salary, term of (Cont'd from page 1)
causing excessive amounts of
mation about the area for publica"I would like to remind people
building, however, will not begin office or Frankfort headquarters
debris on the water, Gidcumb said. to let someone know where they
tions
all
over the U.S.," Adams
until the money is received and the cannot be changed but have been
"Boaters must also be aware of are going, when they are getting
deed purchased, Weaks said. The under the General Assembly's said. "They are here to see first (Cont'd from page 1)
underwater debris that they cannot back, where they will be staying (at
hand what there is to see and do
money is expected in about two actions, Bailey said.
He said the water patrol rig'lly see."
here.
It's a great way for people enforces
a campground, etc.), and make sure
weeks.
Talks of litigation are still in the
its "obviously dangerous
Gidcumb said the boat registra- someone has a description of the
outside
this
area
to
get
to
know
"diplomac
y stage," according to
position" rule, which states no rid- tion deadline was April 30. "We
Calloway County Courthouse
us."
ing on the front of a boat, on the will start enforcing that deadline boat, the plate number of the truck
Superintendent Rupert Nix will Commission Chairman Henry
and trailer and the boat's registraStops for the group have back of a seat, on the stem, on the this weekend." The registrati
handle renovations at the building, Spaulding, who said he hopes the
on
tion
number," he said. "It saves a
situation
can be worked out with- included the National Scouting side or outside the railing (as on a penalty in Calloway County
Weaks said.
is lot of time, in the case of an
out legal action.
Museum, the Land Between and pontoon boat).
$42.50. In Marshall County it is emergency."
Attorney for the commission
Lakes, Hazel antique shops and a
"Lately, we have been seeing a $47.50.
The Community Development
Block Grant program is funded by Kevin Hable would not comment night outing on Kentucky Lake, lot of people riding up front in
Adams said.
the U.S. Department and is admi- on discussions with the commisboats, like in bass boat seats," lie
nistered by the Kentucky Depart- sion or what course of action
"They have been really impress- said."We do enforce this." Regulawould be needed to settle the ed with the area,"
ment of Local Government.
Adams said. tions state that boaters can ride in
matter.
"One writer has already mailed out the front and in fishing seats
two stories. They have worked (above the bow) only in trolling
speed, which is slower than idle
very, ve
our behalf."
B ause the group is mostly speed.
"We have also been strictly
freelance writers from the NorthMurray Police are investigating
east their stories should be distri- enforcing the alcohol abuse regulaThe Hazel City Council met
three
burglaries at local businesses
tions
for
the past three years," he
buted to many different types of
Monday
night and finalized plans
publications in that part of the said. "As a result, our alcohol- which occurred Sunday night or
for the Hazel Day celebration on
nation, reaching a greater number related fatalities have dropped early Monday morning, according
June 16.
to a report from the Murray Police
and widely-diversified group of dramatically.
Dan Farris, Hazel Day commitpeople, Adams said.
"We have had good cooperation Department.
Holland
Tire
of
East
Main
chairman, discussed plans and
tee
"It's really the best publicity that with people on this," he said. "We
the council allocated money for
you can have," Adams said. "It's try to use common sense in our Street, Factory Discount Shoes at
advertising the celebration, Hazel
6th & Main
far more effective than enforcement of the alcohol rules, 16th and Main and Choice Auto
753-0489
located
at
511
112
S.
3rd
Street
Mayor Bill Hudson said.
advertising."
but it is an offense to drink in publ"Sheriff (J. D.) Williams
The second, similar weekend ic or to be intoxicated in public. were each broken into that night,
attended and said he would send
group is scheduled to arrive Satur- We try to meet the boater half way according to police. Suspects
entered the buildings by breaking
over a couple of deputies for traffic
day, Adams said. The writers in the on this." Penalties for drinking in out a window at each place, police
control
during the parade," Hudson
second group will represent the public are $72.50 and possibly said.
said.
some
time
in
jail,
Gidcumb said.
western and southern parts of the
Missing items included money
With the recent amounts of rain- and
country.
In other business, the city countires from Holland Tire and
fall, lake and river levels are up
cil had the first reading of its
several pairs of tennis shoes and
1990-91 budget and discussed supboots from Factory Discount
port for the fire department in that
Shoes, police said. No items were
budget.
reported missing from Choice
The council also discussed the
Auto,'police said.
city's planning goals for 1990-91
The investigation into the inciincluding street repair.
dents is continuing.

County receives
official word on
church building
CDBG funding

George Hargrove's 'medication' comes from
dabbling with old bicycles in his garage

Bailey says...

Adams'efforts...

Boating safety...

Police looking
into 3 different
break-ins Sunday

Paying too much for
Auto Insurance?
AW
Our Rates...
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Hazel plans
celebration for
city on June 16
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Your Photos Returned Already Bound In a
Mini-Album
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CONNIE SMITH
GYMNASTICS

Connie Smith's
Gymnastics
offer
children the confidence, coordination
and a pride of accornpli,thment.

Good through Sat June 9
Charlie's Safe-T

SEE YOUR
Discount Pharmacy
PHOTO DEPT
Opra: Moe.-Fri. 9.7, Sat. 9-5:30
FOR DETAILS

21 Harr Service Available
Glestisk at %keel 753.4175

Preschool 3-5 Yrs
Intermediate 6-12 Yrs.
Advanced 12 & Up
Cheerleading/Gvmnastic Elementary. Middle School & High School
Classes Begin June 18th
For More Information Call: 753-2720 or 753-6705
*Trained in USGF & UCA Gymnastics and Cheerleading.
COME SEE THE DIFFERENCE WE MAKE,

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA
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Keep skylights clean, keep sun in
•••

By READER'S DIGEST
For AP tiovisloaturoo
Skylights can turn a dark room
into a sunlit oasis. At the same
time, they have been known to
leak.
Skylights must also be kept very
clean to live up to their promise.
Here are suggestions for proper
cleaning and repair. Caution: Work
carefully and take all reasonable
precautions when you are on a ladder or the roof.

r r
PORCH:
1111.L
;
"/,
LIVING -DINING

/6

Cleaning
— Glass: Clean as you would a
glass window; a solution of two
tablespoons household ammonia or
white vinegar with a quart of warm
water works well. If you use a
commercial glass cleaner, be sure
to rinse. Dry with paper towels,

3,
/,

BEDROOM

crumpled newspaper, a chamois
cloth or lint-free rag.
— Acrylic plastic: Clean with a
mild ammonia solution. Remove
grease or tar with a soft cloth and
kerosene, methanol or high-grade
naphtha.
— Polycarbonate plastic: Use a
mild soap or detergent solution.
Remove grease or tar with a soft
cloth and naphtha or isopropyl
alcohol.
Avoid window -cleaning preparations and strong solvents such as
acetone, alcohol or gasoline which
can cause the surface of the skylight, especially a plastic one to
develop fine cracks.
Never use abrasive cleaners or
pads on any plastic skylight, or
scrape off stubborn spots with a
putty knife or razor blade, all of

which can cause scratches. Minor
scratches already present can often
be obscured with a light buffing of
automobile wax, which also protects a skylight's luster.
Repairing Leaks
If water stains develop on the
ceiling around the frame or if water
drips from the edges of the skylight
after a heavy rain, here's what to
do:
— First, look at the flashing on
the roof above the skylight. (Flashing is the metal strip that seals the
seams around the skylight.) Then
check the outside joint where the
skylight and roofing meei If you
see any cracks or gaps, plug them
with roofing cement and smooth
the surface to get rid of pockets
where water can collect.
If you can't see any gaps, line

the entire joint with cement anyway to seal any invisible pinholes.
— If you patch all cracks and
gaps and still have a problem, the
leak's origin may be elsewhere on
the roof.
— If water leaks through the
skylight itself, the problem may be
the watertight seal, or gasket, has
deteriorated or come loose. Pry out
the old seal with a chisel or screwdriver, clean the surfaces, and
install a new seal with the adhesive
recommended by the manufacturer.
— A persistent leak in a new
skylight may indicate a faulty product or improper installation. '
• • •
(Need help on a home repair or
improvement project? Write Reader's Digest, P.O. Box 700, Pleasantville, NY 10570-70M. Sugges(ions and tips will be offered in
future columns.)

Homes
FOR AMS AND PMS
DataStream March 2:1. 1990
Slow -speed \larch 25

CAR

Stencils: Easy, economical decor

•

BEDRPOM
AFO NEWSFEATURES

By POPULAR MECHANICS
For AP Nowsfitaturoa

w iz
FRONT.

THIS RETIREMENT HOUSE HAS its living-dining-porch area
facing the garden. The master bedroom and the carport face the street.
Plan HA1566R has 1,344 square feet. For more information write enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope - to architect Jan Reiner,
1000-52nd St. North, St. Petersburg, FL 33710.

Stenciling is a relatively easy
and economical way to decorate a
home — old or new.
Whether you desire an authentic
period lookor a contemporary
look, the possible combinations of
design and color give you plenty of
options from which to choose.
Although it's common today for
custom stcncilers to unify a room
Surprisingly, stenciling is a very
using patterns from draperies and
easy
technique to learn. As far as
furniture, old-house owners, striving to recreate the past, will want materials go, you must use a stencil
to use stencils common to the per- brush if you expect expert results.
Choose a natural-bristled brush
iod of their home.
Many of the stencils you'll find rather than a synthetic one: the
commercially are designed with the bristles on the latter are too stiff.
feel of colonial and country homes.
Although you can use waterFortunately for old-house restorers, based paints, most experts use oilreproductions of stencils found in based Japan paints. The main
historical homes are also available. advantage Japan paints have is that.
In those rare instances when theytaply
4scimaes
- nothing you find seems appropri- -the iintakifrg
that can resift from

Hi-tech, voice-activated,
computerized kitchen
does all including dishes
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Nawslaaturos
If the 16th-century classical Roman architect Andrea Palladio were
asked to design a kitchen for the post 20th-century starship Enterprise, it
might look something like the one in this year's Kips Bay decorator
showhouse in New York.
The stark yet luxurious black and white room, priced into six figures,
was designed by Eric Bernard to, according to him, make people in tuxedos look good. Features, he says, are "a ceiling that looks like a cathedral, a floor for an emperor's chamber and a range hood that looks like a
pipe organ.
"Although 90 percent of my clients have a catering service or a cook, I
thought it would be silly not to make the working part as easy and enjoyable as possible."
Thus he incorporated all the new technological bells and whistles he
could find. There are voice-activated appliances, a revolving pantry, a
garbage recycling system and a computeril.ecl scale that not only weighs
you but suggests a diet when you've gained a few pounds.
The kitchen, 14 by 28 feet, is divided into three domed sections. The
main circular work space is in the large central area. Entering the room,
you find a multi-screened computer and audiovisual system. At the other
end, in an alcove, is an oversize refrigerator with glass doors and the electrified pantry shelves.
While the look is stunning — black granite counters, rounded white
laminate cabinetry, smoked glass doors, glass domed ceilings and black
and white Italian tile floors — it's the technology that seems more
startling.
The voice-activated system, which can be programmed to recognize up
to four voices, can turn lights and television on and off, start and stop the
toaster, coffee maker, blender and food processor, and start moving the
pantry shelves so you can easily retrieve a can of peas or a package of
spaghetti.
The computer that can be linked to a bathroom scale has been programmed to provide nutritional information and recipes. If a list of foods
on hand is kept up to date, the computer could list needed supplies, print
out shopping lists for specific recipes and indicate appropriate recipes for
dieters. Hookups between the videocassette recorder and computer make
it possible to watch a cooking demonstration and then call up the recipe.
The pantry works like an electrified dumbwaiter. The compact unit has
a series of shallow shelves which move up and down with the touch of a
button. Instead of reaching up or down for the desired item, you press a
button and wait for the item to come to you. Manual operation is possible,
too, in case of power failure. Each shelf holds up to 50 pounds.
Bernard says it would cost between $200,000 and $300,000, depending
on equipment, to duplicate the kitchen for a client. Of course, it didn't
cost the sponsors anywhere near that because materials and labor were
charitable contributions.
Contractor Ray Beech says this kitchen is different in degree more than
kind from other luxury kitchens. The waste disposal system — a prototype — is designed with recycling in mind. Four chutes deliver sorted
trash to separate containers in the basement. Beech says similar, less
expensive, systems already are on the market.
The voice activator has been installed in about 6,000 homes and costs
$4,500, he says. The pantry carousel is about $8,000, not including labor
and installation. And he says computers already are a part of many kitchens, which these days are likely to be viewed as family rooms as well.
It took Bernard seven weeks to complete the showhouse kitchen, a
minor miracle in these days of construction delays. After only four weeks
on display, it is destined to be dismantled unless the new owner of the
house (a Japanese businessman) decides to pay to keep it in place.
The Kips Bay showhouse raises money for the Kips Bay Boys' and
Girls' Club in the Bronx and for programs at two nearby schools.

By POPULAR MECHANICS
For AP Nawstoatures
Q. — Why is it paint sticks to
every surface of our house except
underneath the eaves?

Tim Herndon

QUESTIONS
& ANSWERS

A. — Carpenter ants nesting in
the roof sheathing and rafters
around the chimney is a fairly common problem. These insects thrive
on damp, rotting wood, often found
around masonry chimneys because
of faulty flashing and leaky joints.
According to the National Pest
Control Association, there are no
indications that ultrasonic devices
will work on any insect.
Spraying surfaces with insecticides intended for consumer use
will not destroy the colony. There
• • •
are effective insecticides that will
Q. — We have a rather large do the job, but they're only availplaster hole, about 4-by-4-inches in able to professional exterminators.
• • •
the plasterboard wall of our home.
Q. — I was recently told that
I want to repair it before repainting. Can I do it without replacing bringing outside air to the base of
my gas-fired furnace via a 6-inch
the entire panel?
A. — Cut a couple of 1-by-2s diameter duct would reduce. negaabout 6 inches long. Insert them tive pressure in the house caused
through the hole and position them by combustion in the furnace. This
to create a fastening cleat against would help eliminate drafts and
the back of the existing plaster- increase the comfort level. What is
board. Use 11/4 -inch dry wall your opinion on this?
A. — For a house to develop the
screws applied to the face of the
plasterboard to mount,the 1-by-2s negative pressure that will affect
parallel on opposite sides of the the comfort level, it would have to
hole, leaving a /
1
4 -inch wide flat be extremely tight and well sealed.
If this were the case, then there
showing for each.
Q. — For the past two years, would be little or no drafts in your
we've been plagued by carpenter home. Houses do need to breathe to
ants nesting in the joints around some extent to prevent pollution of
our masonry chimney. Spraying the the inside air.
Since air is needed for combusarea with insecticide resulted in a
few dead ants, but the problem per- tion, exposing outside air to the
sists. Do you think high frequency burner area would result in fuel
savings. But, introducing outside
sound would get rid of them?
A. — There is probably no vapor
barrier behind the eaves sheathing.
Installing one or venting the eaves
will preserve future paint jobs.
Another possible trouble source is
airborne dirt and dust particles carrying natural and industrial salts
which lodge behind the sheathing
and affect the paint bond. After
scraping and sanding the eaves,
scrub them with detergent and let
them dry thoroughly, then prime
the paint.

Wayne Higgins
Backhoe Service

Best Of Both Worlds.

One of the hardest techniques to
learn is how much paint to put on
the brush. Very little is required for
each stencil. Never dip the brush
directly from the paint to the wall
as you'll have far too much paint
on the surface. Instead, towel out
all excess paint, then touch just the
tip of the brush to the wall.

the importance of

the amount of paint you put on the
brush is the fact that the paint must
also be kept at the right consistency throughout the project. The best
way to do this is to pour a teaspoon
or two of paint into a saucer. Then
add a few drops of paint thinner or
mineral spirits periodically to
ensure it stays loose and smooth.
While your wall needs no special
preparation, the paint job should be
no more than about six months old.
It is not necessary to seal the stencil although you can protect your
artwork with a coat of polyurethane
or latex-based finish.
Stenciled floors are another matter. The wood must be sanded first
to remove all traces of wax,
polyurethane, dirt and grime. Next,
you can stain or paint the floor,
then stencil. Finally, follow the
stenciling_ with a minimum of three,
coats of- polyurethane.

Call Us Anytime

759-Operator
4685

(For further information on any
home problem, write to Popular
Mechanics, Readers Service
Bureau, 224 West 57th Street, New
York, NY 10019. Phone:
212-649-3127).

MYERS

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
SALE ITEMS CASH & CARRY

Prices
Good
thru 612

Open Mon -Fri 7-5 Si 6-Noon

Jumbo

8 Landscape Timber

PRESSURE-TREATED
OUTDOOR LUMBER
tor any project
such as aocktions, decks, porches, landscaping tumiuse, etc
Deeper penetrating, insect resistant treatment prevents rot and
decay l Ideal tor ground contact

Wood Frame
Septic Tanks & Sewers

air to the recirculating heated air
via the return duct is not a good
idea. The cost to heat this air
would be greater than any savings
resulting from a reduction of air
infiltration through drafts.

Use Levy's quality treated southern pine lumber

Steel Roof and Walls

The Insurance Center
Of Murray

Call 753-8355

moving a stencil over an area of
still-wet paint. Also, the color quality of these oil-based paints is
much superior. By nature, they provide the ability to shade and make
the paint look old, something you
can't do with most acrylics.
Part of the magic of stenciling is
that there really is nothing you can
do that can't be fixed. Think of the
wall as a gigantic blackboard. If
you make a mistake, you just have
to touch up the spot with a bit of
paint and start over.

No vapor barrier, airborne dirt hinders cave painting

..,..-.-

For A Free
Financial Security
Analysis

ate, you can always make your own
stencils. Sometimes patterned after
old wallpaper or perhaps a design
found carved in wood trim, homemade stencils are truly a unique
way to decorate your rooms.
In its briefest form, creating your
own stencil involves tracing the
design onto Mylar film with a permanent marker and then cutting out
the design with a razor blade-type
knife.

• Low Price
• Good Looks

C & S Construction Co.
Clinton, KY

Former

for Res Camp Brickbat'

AaNI-•vaosa

•

653-4102

SIZE 8-FT. 10-FT. 12-FT.
2x4, 1.89
2.69 3.19
2x6
3.09
3.89 4.99
4x4
3.79 6.59 7.58

16-FT.
4.69
6.69
9.49

Don't Forget Our Colony Paint
Sale Now in Progress
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Mountains, bluegrass, arts, crafts meet in Berea

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
NO NEW TAXES
Over the Past several weeks, rumors from Washington have
spread that a tax increase is right around the corner. Doomsayers
in Congress are pointing to the massive national debt and predicting a recession that will throw thousands of people out of work. They
hope that by applying this kind of pressure to President Bush, he
will go back on his promise of "no new taxes." As a fiscal conservative, I categorically reject the idea of solving the debt crisis by saddling Kentuckians with more federal taxes.
Earlier this month I signed a letter along with twenty-five of
my Senate colleagues urging the President not to raise taxes. We also
promised to sustain his veto of any new-tax legislation passed by
the Democratically-controlled Congress; and with good reason.
Today the federal debt stands at almost three trillion dollars. In order
io put this massive amount of money in perspective, imagine a stack
of dollar bills reaching from the earth to the moon and back, then
circling the earth. Just to pay the interest on the debt takes twentyfive cents of each tax dollar collected.
The only way to gain control of this fiscal nightmare is to cut
government spending and thin-out our bloated bureaucracies.
Although a hiring freeze is in effect at many federal agencies, there
is a tremendous need to consolidate and streamline government services for maximum efficiency. Pushing against this deficit-reduction
theory are the liberals who advocate a tax increase. The hypocrisy
of new taxes can be seen in a recently-released study that shows
exactly how tax increases are ultimately self-defeating. For example, every dollar in taxes raised in the postwar period (1946-86), Congress turned around and spent $1.58.
Although the debt picture is glum, there are some rays of hope.
The apparent collapse of Communism in Eastern Europe means that
we can carefully reduce our military spending and create a "peace
dividend" which can be used to focus on domestic priorities. I have
a plan in place that would use some of this money to fund a comprehensive health-care program to provide relief to low- and
moderate-income Americans from skyrocketing medical costs. The
rest of the peace dividend should go directly to reducing the debt.
The U.S. faces many economic challenges in the 1990's. If our
country is going to remain a top competitor in world markets, then
we must get our fiscal house in order. That means holding the line
on spending and no new taxes!

In 1770, when Squire Boone
carved his name and the date on a
rock in the wilderness that is now
Berea, KY, he just wanted to leave
some sign for his brother, Daniel,
to let him know his whereabouts.
Squire Boone had no inkling that
both Daniel and Berea would
someday become famous for
exemplifying the frontier spirit and
fierce independence that have been
associated with Kentucky from its
earliest days. Moreover, he never
would have guessed that Berea
would be the home of a worldfamous college as well as Boone
Tavern Hotel, named after brother
Daniel.
Eighty-five years after Squire
Boone etched the message to his
sibling, the first schoolhouse was
erected in Berea, starting a tradition of learning and education that
the community still enjoys today.
In 1866, the Berea Literary Institute opened its doors as the only
co-educational integrated school in
the South, and enabled youth of
great promise but limited financial
means — people like writer, Jesse
Stuart — to study with an outstanding faculty in an atmosphere of
kinship and learning.
Berea College students come primarily from Kentucky and the
Appalachian South. All students
work 10 to 20 hours per week in
lieu of paying tuition. About 150
are involved in the crafts which
have put Berea on the map, while
the other 1350 work at jobs that

MAIN
STREET
By Constance
Alexander
range from waiting on tables in the
Boone Tavern Hotel, to working on
outreach programs that serve the
people of the region, such as Students for Appalachia or the New
Opportunity School for Women.
Berea is a 4-year, liberal arts
institution which has ranked #1
among the small comprehensive
colleges for three consecutive years
by a "U.S. News & World Report"
survey. The annual cost of educating one student is $8500, and the
institution is supported by endowment income; earnings from enterprises such as the hotel and the sale
of art and craft items; and faithful
support from contributors who
believe in the Berea College
mission.
The Berea College Appalachian
Museum highlights the history of
the college and the community, and
showcases the handiwork and hardships that were typical of frontier
life. Weaving, spinning, chairmaking, woodworking, shinglemaking,
basketry, blacksmithing, farming
and - leatherworking are just some
of the skills that were essential to

Kentucky's earliest citizens; and
plenty of examples of their craftsmanship are on display.
Mountain people had to be ingenious tok survive a harsh environment, and the artifacts at the
museum provide testimony to the
ingenuity. Some of the best examples are a banjo fashioned from a
fruit cake tin; hinges desinged from
worn-out horseshoes; and carved
out gourds that were used to store
salt, yarn, and even to make
birdhouses.
Boone Tavern Hotel, one of
Berea's most popular attractions,
first opened in 1909, at the suggestion of the wife of a Berea College
president, William G. Frost. Nellie
Frost asked that the tavern be built
as a guest house for visitors to the
college. As time passed, the building became a full-fledged hotel that
is now furnished with college-made
furniture and other fine crafts.
The tavern is known for its
homey and substantial meals,
including melt-in-your-mouth
spoonbread that is heaped on
guests' plates throughout the meal.
A recent tavern menu featured such
regional favorites as southern fried
chicken with a special high puppy,
and roast loin of pork with southern dressing and fried apples.
There is plenty of shopping in
Berea too. Both the works of local
craftspeople and the student crafts
program are on sale. There are
handcrafted mountain dulcimers, as
slinder and delicate as a winter

bride. Furniture, handwoven textiles, fine pottery, intricate baskets,
and hand-forged wrought iron are
other popular items with visitors to
Berea.
Churchill Weavers was the community's first non-college industry,
founded in 1922. Visitors to Churchill Weavers can match master
weavers transform rich fibers into
exceptional handwoven goods on
the spot, and conspicuous consumers will delight in the gift shop that
is well-stocked with handwoven
goods, placemats, table linens,
designed jewelry, pottery, baskets,
rugs and wooden items. There is
even a special section reserved for
bargain hunters, and area reserved
for discontinued items that are
available at rock-bottom prices.
Craft festivals in May, July, and
October attract hundreds of master
craftspeople and thousands of arts
and craftslovers to Indian Fort Theater. The Mountain Folk Festival
educates people in folk dancing
and other cultural traditions. The
McLain Family Band Festival
along with the Celebration of Traditional Music Festival highlipt
mountain music, from hard-driving
bluegrass to down-home banjo.
Berea is another jewel in Kentucky's crown of uncommon attractions. For additional information,
contact the Berea Recreation, Tourist and Convention Commission;
201 N. Broadway, Berea, KY
40403. The telephone number is
(606)-986-2540.
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Story on multiple sclerosis
repeats misinformation

HeLto,
DAMAGE
ComTIZetY

with a multiple loss of neural conDear Editor,
Friday's story, "Multiple Sclero- trol within months or weeks.
sis enigma is discussed," was fairly
The other two patterns of MS
well informed but-it also repeated - -may be hard for others to detect on
some misinformation about MS.
any given day, if at all: (3)
"benign,"
with very mild sympWhile the first part of the story
toms;
and
(4) "worsening stated accurately that the symptoms
subsiding,"
with
disability coming
of MS are complex and vary widely in kind and over time, the last and going with some unpredictabilparagraph quoted from a 1982 ity. (Benefits from the drug
story gave the misleading idea that Copolymer-1 are claimed for this
MS has "early stages" and last type of MS, not for "the disease's early stages," as Friday's
"advanced stages."
story said.)
MS would be less of an enigma
Most people with multiple sclerif it did always pass through recog- osis, whatever our pattern, do sufnizable "stages," but it does not. fer some progression in disability
Instead, there are four patterns of from onset until life's end (MS is
symptoms neurologists use to clas- not a fatal disease); but not everysify MS cases.
one with MS suffers a progression.
Two of the patterns MS shows The degree to which people with
involve marked and very difficult MS will become disabled varies
symptoms: (I) "chronic progres- greatly.
sive," with disabilities increasing
Sincerely,
"generally over the courss ,of
Terry H. Foreman
years:" and (2)"acute progressive,"
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Today In History
Today is Tuesday, June 5, the 156th day of 1990. There are 209 days
left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
On June 5, 1968, at 12:16 a.m. Pacific time, Sen. Robert F. Kennedy
was shot and mortally wounded at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles
shortly after claiming victory in California's Democratic presidential
primary. Kennedy's assassin, Sirhan Bishara Sirhan, was immediately
arrested.
On this date:
In 1723, economist Adam Smith was born in Kirkcaldy, Scotland.
In 1783, Joseph and Jacques Montgolfier publicly demonstrated their
hot-air balloon in a 10-minute flight over Annonay, France.
In 1883, economist John Maynard Keynes was born in Cambridge,
England.
In 1884, Civil War hero General William T. Sherman refused the Republican presidential nomination with the words, "I will not accept if nominated and will not serve if elected."
In 1888, the Democratic National Convention in St. Louis nominated
President Cleveland for a second term.(He lost to Benjamin Harrison, but
was elected president again in 1892.)
In 1917, about 10 million American men began registering for the draft
in World War I.
In 1933, the United States went off the gold standard.
In 1940, 50 years ago, the Battle of France began during World War II.
In 1947, Secretary of State George C. Marshall gave a speech at Harvard University outlining a program of aid for Europe that would become
known as "The Marshall Plan."
In 1967, tensions between Israel and its Arab neighbors erupted into the
Six-Day War. The fighting ended June .10 with a United Nationsnegotiated cease-fire.
Ten years ago: President Carter met at the White House with Democratic challenger Edward M. Kennedy, who informed the nominee-apparent
that he intended to continue as a candidate.
Five years ago: The U.S. House of Representatives overwhelmingly
passed a package of economic sanctions against South Africa.
One year ago: In one of the most remembered images of China's
crushed pro-democracy movement, a lone man defiantly stood in front of
a line of tanks in Beijing until friends pulled him out of the way.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Robert Lansing is 61. Broadcast journalist
Bill Moyers is 56.
Thought for Today: "The only folks who give us pain are those we
love the best." — Ella Wheeler Wilcox, American poet (1850-1919).
— Sy The AsseciaSal Prods
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Monday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
3-2-8.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
The month of May was somewhat dryer than normal locally,
according to John E. Scott, official
weather observer for National
Weather Service. A total of 2.81
inches rainfall was recorded for
May, with the average being 4.18
inches.
Tripp Furches, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thurston Furches, has been
named winner of 1980 DeKalb
Agriculturist Accomplishment
Award.
Irma La Follette of Murray was
reelected to Friends of Kentucky
Educational Television (KET)
Board of Directors for the Murray
region.
Installed as officers of Murray
Woman's Club were Cecelia
Brock, Oneida Boyd, Ann Brooks,
Frances Galloway, Dorothy
McKenzie and Billie Hall.
Twenty years ago
Plans for a new main post office
at Murray have been announced by
Postmaster General Winton M.
Blount.
Bill Cornell, Murray State University Track Coach, has been chosen to coach the American Track
Team at Jamaican National Championships this week at Kingston,
Jamaica.
Births reported include a boy to
the Rev.'and Mrs. John C. Sanderson, May 26; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ray West and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Walter Smith, May
29; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. David
Friuell, May 30.

Thirty years ago
Sites for proposed low rental
housing projects will be on west
side of Cherry between Spruce and
Ash Streets, and between South
Ninth Extended and Broad
Extended, according to L.D. Miller,
executive director of Murray Housing Authority
The Panthers Bowling Team won
Last Knighters Bowling League
and also the city tournament. Team
members are Eula Mae Williams, •
Allie White, Nita Graham, Jo Williams, Margaret Gregory and.
Mildred Hodge.
•
Herman Johnson of Hardin.:
caught six large mouth fish with
the largest being 8 pounds 8 ounce- s, as listed in weekly fishing report.
The Rev. Paul Dailey has
accepted pastorate of Friendship
Baptist Church, Lincoln Park,
Mich.
Forty years ago
Approximately 65 physicians are
expected to gather in Murray on
June 6 to hear Marion F. Beard
M.D., Louisville, specialist in
hematology, talk at dinner meeting
of First Councilor District at Murray Woman's Club House.
New officers of American Legion Auxiliary are Mrs. Gerald Gordon, Mrs. Mildred Bell, Mrs.
Mildred Ragsdale, Mrs. Dee Denning, Mrs. Bertha N. Dunn, Mrs.
Mildred Barnett, Mrs. Edar Over-,
bey and Mrs. R.F. Blankenship.
Bonnie Lee Kingins and John
Martin Giffin were married June
at First Baptist Church.
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Fifty students from the fourth and fifth grades at Southwest Calloway
Elementary presented a gymnastic program at a recent PTA meeting
at the school. The program included a rhythmic movement routine,
indiv idual tumbling and balancing skills and group stunts. The program was under the direction of the physical education teacher, Kathy
Newton. Pictured are Marcie Williams, Susan Richter and Amanda
Winfield demonstrating the 'centipede.'
,
Members of the Murray Middle School Student Council welcomed
fourth graders from Carter Elementary to the fifth grade.

Amy Helm (left) and Beth Henninger recently traveled to Western
Kentucky University to accept journalism awards in Western's Mark
of Excellence statewide journalism contest. Amy won third place as
best newswriter in the state and Beth won first runner-up as Most
Valuable Newspaper Staff Member. Both girls are planning to major
in journalism in college.

Second graders in Doll Redick's class at East Calloway Elementary
display their pioneer buildings made from natural materials. Katrina
Miller (left) used Lincoln logs for her cabin, Nicki Miller made a
cabin from cardboard, Jay Sanders used a styrofoam cooler to make
a church, Crystal Rowland and Alicia Garner discuss the materials
used in the construction of their pioneer buildings.

Weightlifting coach Dick Farrell presents a traditional 'Ironman' trophy to Mitchell Downey. Downey was selected as the most outstanding
weightlifter for the 14-week program.

Ryan Key and Jeremy Matheny, sixth-grade students at Calloway
County Middle School locate the internal structures of the clam in
Susan Darnell's science class. The students dissected clams during a
recent study of mollusks.

The second graders at East Calloway Elementary enjoyed making
quilt blocks after reading 'The Crazy Patch Work Quilt.' Pictured
are Shauna Beard, Tanisha Forrest andlettica—Ciiiiningliam.

MOM

Tory Holton, an eighth grader at Murray Middle School, recently was
awarded a certificate of achievement in the promising young writers
competition sponsored by the National Council of Teachers of English. There were 411 certificates of achievement awarded nationally.
Pictured with Tory is eighth grade teacher Scott Turner.

Rhea Ann Wright, a sixth-grade student at Calloway Middle, is shown
with her science project 'Exploring Crystals.' Her project won first
place in the chemistry category in her class. She also received a
red
ribbon at the regional science fair at Murray State.

Southwest Calloway Elementary established a Junior Beta Club
recently with a formal installation of officers. Beta Club officers
installed were (front row, from left) Nathan Keller, treasurer; Susie
Richter, vice president; Krisy Whitfield, chaplain; Brad Wilson, president; and Russell Lencki, secretary. Sponsors of the club are Gail
Turner and Jane Cothran. Beta members must maintain a B-average
and have worthy character.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

et71-A

V,WP

FOR Wednesday, June 6, 1990

1.
King, a second-grade student at Robertson Elementary, was
honored for being the only person in her class to be merit student

Jennifer

each week of the school year.

In celebration of Earth Day, the first-grade students at North Calloway Elementary had a tree-trimming party. The students collected
photographs from magazines and newspapers that demonstrate how
we use the forest. Each student cut out a leaf shape and glued the
photograph on. On the back of each leaf they put how the forest benefited people. Pictured are (from left) Crystal Burnham, Susan Thurman, Sarah Johnson, Dusty Clark and James Duncan.

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger tt Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio
of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (7534363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).
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Members of Mrs. Linda DeVoss's French III class at Calloway County High School illustrate French proverbs. Pictured are (front row,
from left) Lee AnnNick, Sue Donato,(back row) P. J. Luciano, Bryan
Hosford.

The fifth graders at North Calloway Elementary participated in a
state project on Mount Vernon — the home of George Washington.
The winners of George Washington T-shirts were (kneeling) Scott
Prescott, (standing, from left) Lori Carson, Renae Rowland and Brittany Shelton.

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Improved concentration. helps you
achieve your goals in business today.
However, either you or a close tends
to spend money foolishly now. Try to
be saving.
TAURUS . •
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You'll have to be skeptical about
some of the things you hear now. Be
willing to help a partner pul,Tonight.
May bring a spur of the moment
outing or entertainment.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A business proposition needs
further-scrutiny. Avoid get rich quick
schemes now. A power struggle
occurs on the job. Tonight may,bring
romance into your life.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You're perhaps a hit too impressionable now. A minor difference of
opinion occurs with a friend. Tonight
though should bring you a social
success. Enjoy increased popularity.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Try to be more patient with a
relative. Something at home may
'need repairs now. Through the. job
you could meet with a surprise
romantic introduction.
•
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You'll need to keep your feet on the
ground where romance is conterned
today'. Serious creative work is
favored. A business proposition may
have strings attached.

LIBRA
(Sept.2310 t )ct.221
•
shoppinglin like, but accent
practicality.. Double check costs in
connection with a travel plan. Family
discusions are beneficial tonight.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov_ 21)
Ge
Try not to let a little thing upset
you today and he especially careful
not to .be .critical of a loved. one.
Doing something new and different
shoula he fun tonight.
SAGITTAR •S
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
fira
Don't let everyone in on your
financial plans. Keel) important
things to yourself now. A work
Opportunity comes from an unexpected qufrter. Exercise originality.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
don't keep others in the dark. It's a
time for openness where sentiment is
concerned. Singles,could meet - with
love at first sight now. Leisure events
are happily accented. •
AQUARIUS (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Don't underestimate the difficulty
of an assigniiient. Behind the scene
moves are best now. Vnexpected
company could drop by tottight.
Some make decorating changes no*.
PISCES
yap
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
SOW
It's a wonderful time for'partying
and get-togethers with your friend.
However, don't let others impose
upon you now. Know when to say no.
Otherwise, have fun!
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Raymond and Taylor wedding June 9 Johnson speaks at Calloway FHA event
Miss Joanne Lou Raymond and
Dale Lamont Taylor, both of Rt. 2,
Hazel, announce their approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Louise and Ralph Raymond of
Gilbertsville.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mrs. Lillie Taylor and the late Ira
Taylor of Hazel.
Miss Raymond received her
GED and is employed at D & D
Shoe Co., Murray.
Mr. Taylor is a graduate of Calloway County High School and is
employed at SouthEastern Book
Co., Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday.
June 9, at 2 p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Joanne Lou Raymond and
Dale Lamont Taylor to marry

Xi Al ha Chi Cha ter installs officers
The Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi held an installation
of officers on Thursday, May 10, at
the home of Barbara Lax.
Beverly Galloway, outgoing
president, conducted the installation and meeting.
Officers installed include Linda
Rogers, president; Nancy Lovett,
vice president; Joanna Bailey,
recording secretary; Barbara Lax,
treasurer; Linda Fain, extension
officer: and Cindy Tucker, corresponding secretary.
Other members present were
Edna Vaughn, Sylvia Thomas and
Wanda Barnhill.
The business meeting mostly
consisted of plans for the upcoming
Fourth Annual Arts & Crafts Show
at Fenton Access Area, Kentucky

Lake, which is scheduled for July
28 and 29. Proceeds will go to
Need Line.
Any interested party desiring
information about the Arts &
Crafts Show is encouraged to con-

tact the chapter by writing to: Beta
Sigma Phi, P.O. Box 1332, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
Following the business meeting
and installation of officers, Barbara
Lax, hostess, served refreshments.

Calloway County High School
Chapter of Name Homemakers of
America held its annual Parent
Night Banquet in the Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank.
Karon Walker Johnson, former
state FHA officer, now a homemaker and career person, was guest
speaker. She said her leadership
trainirig received because of being
involved in FHA had helped her
the past 10 years in her home and
career.
Mrs. Johnson challenged the
members to get involved, set goals
and accomplish those goals.
Brenda Nix, business teacher at
Calloway County High School, was
honored by being presented an
honorary membership because of
her contributions to the
organization.
Karon Johnson, center, was speaker for Parent Night banquet of CalCharms were presented to Melisloway County High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of Amerisa Vance for being named Miss' ca. At left is LaDonna Duncan, president, and at right is LeAnn DarFHA as most active member, and
nell, first vice president, for 19089-90.
to LaDonna Duncan for being
degrees were Melissa Parker, Jen- Gray, LeAnn Darnell, Deidra
named Miss FHA Officer.
Receiving Junior and Chapter nifer Kimbro, Laura Lovett, Renee Young and Leisia Schirer.

Eldredge-Harris wedding on Saturday
The wedding of Miss Tracey
Ann Eldredge, Murray, and J. Scott
Harris, Symsonia, will be Saturday,
June 9, at 4 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Murray.
Parents of the couple are David
and Judy Eldredge of Murray, Carolyn Hinman of Symsonia and Garry Harris of Paducah.
Dr. David Roos will perform the
ceremony.

Toial
Recall

Tuesday, June 5
Vacation Bible School will start
at 6 p.m. at Locust Grove Baptist
Church.

New officers of Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi include, from
left, Nancy Lovett, Cindy Tucker, Linda Rogers, Linda Fain, Joanna
Bailey and Barbara Lax.

Newborns,
dismissals
are listed
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We are pleased to announce that Vicki Manning,
bride-elect of Jeff Clendenen, has made her domestic
and houseware selections
from our bridal registry.
Vicki and Jeff will be
married August 18, 1990.
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Bargain Matinees
Everyday
Starting June 2

Hwy. 641 North

:
• Rent your mo‘ies • at the movies::
•
:
•
•

1008 Chestnut ;II. 753.3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

:
•
•

Miss Lisa Meadow will be maid
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Denise Jones and Jody Reynolds.
Leab Washam and Dana Washam
will be flower girls.

Shane Harris will be best man
with Michael Cunningham, Jamie
Baxley and Bob Washam as
groomsmen and ushers.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.

Murray
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6

Annual George Hart Memorial
Ladies' Golf Tournament will start
at 9 a.m. at Murray Country Club.

Vacation Bible School will start
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
at 6:30 p.m. at Flint Baptist
open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
Church.
activities by senior citizens.
Vacation Bible School will start
Russell's Chapel United Methodat 6:30 p.m. at Sinking Spring Bapist
Church will have prayer meettist Church.
ing at 7:30 p.m.
Vacation Bible School will start
Locust Grove Baptist Church
at 6 p.m. at Scotts Grove Baptist
will have Vacation Bible School at
Church.
6 p.m.
Vacation Bible School will start
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
at 6:30 p.m. at Poplar Spring Bapwill have Vacation Bible School at
tist Church.
6 p.m.
Kentucky Barkley Bass 'n Gals
Community Vacation Bible
will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's
School
will start at 9:45 a.m. at St.
Steak House.
John Missionary Baptist Church.
Singles Organizational Society
Flint Baptist Church will have
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For informa- Vacation Bible School at 6:30 p.m.
tion call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.'
will have Vacation Bible School at
West Kentucky Youth Series of 6:30 p.m.
Churches of Christ will meet at
Scotts Grove Baptist Church will
7:30 p.m. at Lone Oak Church of
have Vacation Bible School at 6
Christ.
p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Southside Manor RecreaPoplar Spring Baptist Church
tional Room. For information call
will have Vacation Bible School at
759-1625.
6:30 p.m.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, June 1,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Polo baby boy, parents, Carol
and Neil, RI, 10, Box 157, Benton;
.yell baby boy, parents, Jennifer
and Tom, Rt. 6, Box 48, Murray;
Watkins baby girl, parents,
Kathy and Ronald, RL 1, Box 93B,
Big Sandy, Tenn.
Dismissals
Henry Sledd, 1609 Dodson,
Murray; Mrs. Nancy Andrus, Rt. 5,
Mayfield; Argusta Williams Jr.,
903 North 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Bobbie Higgins, Rt. 7, Box
214, Murray; Mrs. Mitzi J. Lewis
and baby boy, Rt. 8, Benton; Mark
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at AmeriW. Russell, Rt. 6, Box 322,
can Legion Building, South Sixth
Murray;
Miss Tera Todd, 1603 Oakhill and Maple Streets.
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Elaine Etherton,
Wednesday, June 6
Box 871, Murray; Miss Lori D.
National
Boy Scout Museum
Vincent, 714 College Cis., Murray;
will
be
open
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Joe D. Phillips, Rt. 1, Box
146-B, Almo; Mrs. Euple Colson, For information call 762-3383.
(Cont'd
on page 7)

Wednesday, June 6
Ladies' day golf and bridge will
start at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.

First Baptist Church will have
Vacation Bible School at 9 a.m.

Rabies clinics will be from 9 to
11 a.m. at Kirlcsey, from 2 to 4
p.m. at Lynn Grove, and from 7 to
8 p.m. at Calloway County Health
Center.
Events at Calloway County Public Librarj will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m.; Story Hour at
10:30 a.m.; Summer Reading Prog-

Wednesday, June 6
ram at 3 p.m.
Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, first floor, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Selected Groups of

Athletic Shoes. . . 30.50e(o

to be given away June 29th
(Courtesy of The Gold Gallery and Pam's Cake
Some Restrictions Apply

NEW SUMMER

FREEMEM
M-Th. 10-5

Matching Men's Wedding
Band w/purchase
of Bride's Set

F. 10-6
Closed Sat. &
Sun.

All Diamonds
For Him & Her

20%

Off
New Shipment Just Arrived!

753-8811
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Teenage Volunteer Program
Orientation will be from 9 a.m. to
12 noon at Murray-Calloway County Hosfital.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
p.m.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
beginners meeting will be at 5:30
p.m. and regular meeting at 6 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Center.
- •
Workshop for instrumental conductors will start at Murray State
University. For informatin call
762-4229.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Vacation Bible
School planning meeting at 11
a.m.; Murray Food COOP-Pick Up
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon; Ladies
Guild at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Finance
Committee at 6:45 p.m.; Administrative Board and Chancel Choir
Rehearsal at 7:30 p.m.
Special Session meeting will be
at 7:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian
Church.
A study of Revelation 16 will be
at prayer service at 7:30 p.m. at
Eastwood Baptist Church.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week
Bible Study, Acteens, RAs, GAs
and Mission Friends.

FREE WEDDING CAKE
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All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Coming community events listed

Vacation Bible School will start
at 6 p.m. at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.

THEATRESE
•i
A.A./.
:
.
.
.

Instrumental music will be presented by Lee Kern, organist, and
Debbie Ferguson, pianist. Ann
McKeel and Bobby Malone will be
vocalists.

1

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Vacation Bible School
meeting at 9 a.m.; business meeting
at 7 p.m.; Weekly Workers' meeting at 8 p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Youth-Parent
dinner at 6 p.m.; prayer meeting.
Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs and
Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mission Team Choir at •
5:30 p.m.; Youth Supper at 6 p.m.;
Klaymata and Mission Team Training at 6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting at
6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
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DATEBOOK
Tournament planned June 17 ,
The Volunteer Division of the American Scholarship Foundation will
host its third tournament of the 1990 tournament trail on Sunday. June 17,
at Birdsong Resort & Marina. Postmark deadline is today. June 5.
Registration will be at Birdsong Marina, 1-362-8652, on Saturday, June
16, between 4 and 6 p.m. Entry fee is $150 ($20 late fee after postmark
deadline of June 5), Guarantee $2,000 first place, 80 percent paybakc to
15 percent of the field. For more information call Walt Herrmann,
1-615-647-6916 after 8:30 p.m. daily.

Health Express will make stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray, on Wednesday, June 6, from 9 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. On Thursday, June 7, the expres will be at
Bonanza at Draffenville for the same hours. Blood pressure, pulse, vision
and glaucoma screenings will be offered at all stops. Also for $4, a person
can purchase a stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit to detect blood in the
stool.

Junior golf at Murray Club
Junior Golf at Murray Country Club will start Thursday, June 7, at 9
a.m. This will continue each Thursday through July. On Friday, June 8, at
5:30 p.m. Twilight Golf will be held and this will continue through
August. For more information call Tom Schwettman at the pro shop.

Events planned at Oaks Club
Two events will be at Oaks Country Club on Thursday, June 7. Junior
Golf for boys and girls, 16 and under, will start at the club with Danny
Woods as chairman for this special activity. Stag Night will be at 5:30
p.m. with Tim Holloway, George Oliver, Joey Williams and Tom Maxwell in charge. On Friday, June 8, Twilight Golf for men and women will
start at 5:30 p.m.

Cooperative school scheduled
The Cooperative Vacation Bible School for First Christian, First Presbyterian, St. John's Episcopal and St. Leo's Catholic Churches will start
Monday, June 11, and continue through Friday, June 15, at Parish Center
of St. Leo's Church. Classes for four year olds, kindergarten through
Grade 6 will be from 9 to 11:45 a.m. The registration fee will be $7.
Registration information slips are at the four churches or interested persons may telephone the various churches involved in this cooperative
Bible School.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will mneet Thursday,
June 7, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Pete Neal will be in charge of the
program, "Tour Herb Garden." Janis Shultz will give the thought for the
day. Hostesses will be Rosana Miller, Gloria McLaughlin, Millie Graves
and Clover Cotham.

Seniors'fish fry on Friday
The annual fish fry for Senior Citizens by Murray Bass Club•will be
Friday, June 8, at 5 p.m. at Ellis Community Center, Murray. All senior
citizens are invited to be present for this special dinner by the club
members.

Reading event starts Wednesday
The Summer Reading Program at Calloway County Public Library will
begin Wednesday, June 6, at 3 p.m. in the meetig room of the library.
Emma Sue Hutson and her Puppets will be the special entertainment for
this first meeting. This program is for preschoolers up to Grade 5 and will
continue each Wednesday from 3 to 4 p.m. through June 27, according to
Sandy Linn, youth services director for the library.

Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, June 7, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows:
Court I - Martha Andrus, Donna Keller, Lois Keller and Shirley Homra;
Court II - Bobbie Weatherly, Alice Rouse, Nancy Whitmer and Carolyn
Cunningham; Court III - Wilda Purdom, Marion Posey, Rita Henley and
Kay Mack. Substitutes will be Georgianna Moffitt and Jeannetta
Williams.

Hospital

Apt. A-2 Mur-Cal, Murray; Mrs.
Millie D. Seiber and baby boy, 168
South Hopkinsville, Nortonville
Alford Ford, Rt. 2, Box 21, Benton; Mrs. Eddie Jones, 322 North
Seventh St., Murray; Mrs. Lizzie
Watkins, Rt. 5, Box 319, Benton;
Ned Washer, Rt. 2, Box 317,
Murray; Mrs. Aline B. Veazey,
Box 34, Puryear, Tenn.; Jeddie
Cathey, 1612 Main Si, Murray.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Saturday, June 2. No newborn
admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lillian Sally Henson, Rt. 8,
Box 1220, Murray; Kenneth Barnes, Rt. 4, Bo 306, Benton; Mrs.
Sammie Snow, E-20 Fox Meadows,
Murray;
Mrs. Nannette Jane Durham, Rt.
1, Box 35, Almo; Mrs. Goldie
Edwards, Rt. 1, Box 100, Hazel:
Isaac Brooks, Rt. 2, Box 51,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Paul Colgan, Rt. 3, Box 270D,
Murray; Mrs. Alice Colgan, Rt. 3,
Box 270D, Murray; Mrs. Loma
Mae Willis, Rt. 1, Box 286, New
Concord;
Mrs. Janice Lynn Hutchens, RL
1, Box 159, Hardin; Mrs. Jessie
Humphreys, 812 Hurt St., Murray;
James Stewart, HC Box 199, New
Concord;

Loren Adams, 317 South 13th
St., Murray; Carlos Williams, 1651
Calloway Ave., Murray.

RianNA GIFT
hi xiisTR\We are pleased to
announce
that
Chantal
Walker,
bride-elect of Hal
Orr, has made her
domestic
and
houseware
selections from our bridal registry.
Chantal and Hal
will be married August 4, 1990.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6
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—Reduced Rptes—
*Special Discounts For Large Producers
"Call Us For A Quote Today"

Alr)

Mike Outland

Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.
302 N. 12th

753-5842
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WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

FINEST QUALITY MEN'S AND LAKES
TRADITIONAL *MITRING AND ACCESSORIES

9 A.M. TIL 8 P.M.
9 A.M. TIL 8 P.M.
9 A.M. TIL 8 P.M.
9 A.M. TIL 5 P.M.
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LOCATED AT 970 CHESTNUT STREET - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

GREAT s500,000 GOING
OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
INVOLVING EVERY ARTICLE IN EVERY MIPIRIVENT THROUGHOUT OUR ENTIRE STORE

FAMOUS BRANDS
ALL ON SALE

Corbin, Kingsridge, CrrisLan Brooks, Arrow, Polo,
Sero. Woolrich, Pendleton, Cross Creek, Haggar,
Farrah. Thompson. Jaymar Sansabelt, Koret. Ruff
Hewn, David Brooks, Robert Scott, Echo. Joyce,
Regina Porter. Cambridge Dry Goods, Herman Geist,
Saddle River, Misty L ane. L A Directions AND MANY,
MANY MORE'

Yes it's now The last few days of this Great Sale.
No matter how many times you have attended
this sale, it will truly be to your advantage to
come on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Everything in our store greatly reduced!Come earlyapd stay late- but don't miss
Wednesday. The order of the day wilt be first
come first served! Don't miss the hundreds of
new bargains for the LAST FEW DAYS./
USE CASH-CRECK-VISMAASTERCARII

STORE AND OFFICE FIXTURES
NOW ALL FOR SALE! CHEAP!
Display Units T Stands Wall Mirrors. Manikins,
Desks, Chairs Steamer Sate Antique Oak
Cabinets and Display Cases Antique Cash
Register Hangers Wrapping Supplies Pant
Racks Glass Shelving Wall Hanging Rod Units.
AND MUCH MORE'

SELLING BEGINS WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6th PROMPTLY AT 9:00 A.M.
111011 REG. TO *311.00

REGULAR TO "315.00

MEN'S SUITS

REGULAR TO '45.00

DRESS SHIRTS

U-0 lot men s
Setter dress
shirts, better
cOlors. famous makers
Out Wednesday at

One lot
pt men
sw
:
t
00
better
yea, round
weights. am99
-$
0.JS makers
Out Wednesday at
•

MEN'S REG. TO '215.00

MEN'S SLACKS
One Pr belle
slacks in the
warted tab,
cs.
styles
Setter man
Ers Out they
go at

1300

SPORT COATS
$5900

Uhe
oetW
soon z.oatis Del
ter s:vies tato,
-zs most tam
ocus makers Dui
Wednesday at

- HUNDREDS IOU BARGAINS 1.1.0 NUMEROUS TO LIST!

REGULAR TO '33.00

REGULAR TO '59.00

LADIES TOPS LADIES SKIRTS

One group ladies tops. as $800
sorted styles.
ercellent
makers
ry DOC.1
'
,SS out at

are lot ladies
bet*
made
%lure
Weer
styes, famous
-flakes Hurryl
Norn last long
a:

REG. '5.00 TO '176.00

i

SHIRTS

o
S
RRIF
lN

One lot better
sport Shirts.
• ne makers.
popular col- $800
ors. Styles
Out they go
a*

ALL SAM FINAL - NO REFUNDS • NO EXCHANGES.
REGULAR $10.00

SPORT SHIRTS
300

ENTIRE STOCK

LADIES
DEPARTMENT
nrher Daze's
n -t -'e stock Spring and S,
,
b•ouSeS. skirts. slacks. loos. sweaters. shorts.
Jewelry. Purses and more/ By Koret, Rutf Hewn,
David &Mks. Robert Scott. Joyce. Regina
Porter AND MANY MORE'

REGULAR TO ‘5.00

MEN'S PAJAMAS
$900

One lot Pre $
1
styles
tatrics By tam
sat
makas
Hurry' Out Wed
nasday at

Ore lot Most
:orntortable
laboc. stye
cine make,
Out Wednesday at..

MEN'S SLACKS

)re lot tete $
iressicasual
As
slacks
sated styles
Ercellarl mat
ars Clul Wed
nesday at

19°'

ALL CO AT

1/2 PRICE

$250 to $8550

USE CASICRECIRISHASTERCARD! CIE IS? COME4ST SERVED! ALL MIS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE!
REGULAR '125.00 TO '300.00

REGULAR '25.00 TO '125.00

REGULAR '175.00 TO '440.00

MEN'S SPORT COATS
ALL GO AT 1/2 PRICE

By Corbin. layman Sansaten, Poe. Thompson. Haggai% Farrah
Out they go Wednesday while they last at

MEN'S SLACKS
ALL GO AT 1/2 PRICE

Regulars, snorts. prigs By Corbir. K ngsridge. Christian Brook,
Hardwick. etc Out they go Wednesday while they Ast

Entire stock. Regulars. shorts, longs by famous Corbin. Kings
ridge, Christian Brooks, Harchvick. etc Out Wednesday at

$8250

12"to$149"
ENTIRE STOCK MEN'S

UNDERWEAR

TIES, BELTS

By Munsingwear Jockey. i-ianes Out they go
Wednesday wh,le they last at

MEN'S SUITS

NOW AT LEAST

$78" '198"

ENTIRE $TOCK MEN S

ENTIRE STOCK MEN'S

BIG and MIL DEPT

SOCKS, ROBES

•
Entire sic,5 t,nest dress and sport shirts tOr the
big and tall man Out Wednesday at

By to•St makers in the better styes colors
designs Out they go Wednesday at

A1114 11 PRICE ALL 12 PEE ALL 241 2 PRICE
REGULAR '17.00 TO '52.50

MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
En** stock by most famous makers avrige. pew Briar, sem,
York Out they go Wednesday *hie they last al

ALL GO AT

1/2 PRICE

50 $2 25

55'h OFF

to

ENTIRE STOCK MEWS

MU'S REG. '54.00 TO '110.00

DRESS and CASUAL NOES
-5,• SOO, dt•SS and CASA Ir.001 by WI* MISS'S DOM ,
' Nirn Or
,
U•a, as Out tel go WedroodaY 0
.• rw,
/ la,

AT 1/2 mini
$2700 $5500
ALL GO

Ali by tamous mare's n :he most comtranable
tabrcs styes Out Wednesday at

ALL NI I PRICE

REGULAR '15.00 TO '105.00

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS

e stod, By tempos Pao. Cross Creels
Woov,ch Out they go Wednesday writ* they ,alt at

h•

ALL GO AT 1/2 PRICE

50
'7 to $525°

EVERYTHING
STOREWIDE

NOW
AT LEAST

seelWelleellesle.••••.
•-.

:ativileAtt4

PAGE 7

GREAT
SALE
DAYS

Buckingham
Ray, Ltd. J

Al? day Tuesday, June 5th, to
again slash prices on every article in every department - storewide, creating hundreds of new
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Daly having nightmares about Blazers

Sports
Wrangler

By BILL BARNARD
Arbeeeiated Press Bealtethell Writer

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. — Chuck Daly, who
had nightmares about one player during the
Eastern Conference playoffs, fears his worst
dreams will involve a whole team during the
NBA Finals.
Daly's Detroit Pistons meet the Portland Trail
Blazers in the opener of the NBA championship
series Tuesday night, and on Monday, he didn't
sound like the coach of a defending champion.
"Last week there was Michael Jordan to worry about," Daly said after practice. "Now
we've got the Trail Blazers. I looked at some
tapes of their players, and it's another
nightmare."
Daly said Portland "is balanced, tough and
quick on transition. It's a mental adjustment to
go from one kind of team to another. You can't
cheat on defense on any player in their lineup.
They've got too many guys who can play, and

Daniel T. Parker

f4,

It's the Wrangler smorgasbord, with cold cuts
at the New York media and the Big Ten Plus
One, additional chops at media people, and other
things to chew on from the world of sports...
chew carefully, and don't talk while you're
reading.
I don't claim to be a Biblical scholar, but I have looked
through the symbolism of the Book of Revelations from time to
time, and have yet to discover any reference to major league
baseball in New York as a doomsday indicator.
Plenty of East Coast media types are filling the air with
wailings and gnashing of teeth, however, while trying to dump
sackcloth and ashes on.. the heads of everyone from George
Steinbrenner to Orlando Mercado.
Personally, I don't hate either the Yankees or the Mets. Well,
that's a lie — I have hated the Mets ever since they beat
Brooks Robinson and the Baltimore Orioles in the 1969 World
Series, then lost to Oakland in 1973.
I will admit to an adamant disinterest toward both clubs,
however, and I have occasional bouts of temper when I see the
national media giving both teams more coverage than they're
due.
Let's face it. When the Yanks or Mets are great, that's all
you're going to hear about. When either team wins their league
title or the World Series, then they're the greatest teams to
have ever pulled on the funny stockings. And when either team
is good, then they're great — at least, according to the media.
And, when either team isn't good, the East Coast media
decides to give other teams their due and focuses attention on ,
them. Right? Uh... well, actually, when the Yanks and/or the
Mets arc bad, as they are this year, it seems as though there's
even more coverage of them.
Will Bucky Dent be fired? Will Davey Johnson replace Dent,
only to have Dent replace Bud Harrelson as manager of the
Mets? Will George Steinbrenner hire an occultist to communicate
with Billy Martin from the Great Beyond? Will "The Donald,"
New York's other billionarrogant media hound, buy a team
composed of Cuban immigrants and call them the Havana
Trumps?
No one knows — but rest assured, if it happens — if anything happens — if anyone thinks anything might happen — to
New York sports, then the rest of the world will know. And
then we can rest peacefully at night.

Josh McKee! of the Fraternal Order of Police doubles during Little League action Monday night. McKeel
and F.O.P. downed J.H. Churchill 9-1 (see results, page 9).

Agassi muscles Chang out of French
PARIS (AP) — Andre Agassi
muscled defending champion
Michael Chang out of the French
Open today.
Stubble bristling and hot-pink
outfit brighter than ever, the thirdseeded American reached his
fourth Grand Slam semifinal and
his second in three years here with
an overpowering 6-2, 6-1, 4-6, 6-2
victory built on sheer power.
Two streaks — five games in a
row in the first set, the last six in
the second — put Agassi in a dominating position. And when he is in
such a spot, he got even stronger.
He finished the match by breaking
Chang with a powerful backhand
volley.
Agassi next plays the winner of
a match between two unseeded
players, Henri Leconte and Jonas
Svensson, for a berth in his first
Grand Slam final.
Top-ranked Steffi Graf shook off
a mid-match charge by Conchita
Martinez and reached the women's
semifinals of the 14th consecutive
Grand Slam tournament she has
played. Graf opened the day of six
quarterfinals with a 6-1, 6-3
victory.
Monica Seles, the second seed
and hottest player in tennis, survived a scare to win her 30th con-

• •
Speaking of integrity and money, I must sarcasticize briefly
and say how very, very happy I am to see poor old Jimmy
Valvano team up with ABC Sports and Brent Musberger.
Seems to me that, only a few years ago, if a coach ran a
program as (choose one: A-crookedly, B-sloppily, C-stupidly, or,
D-all of the above) as Jimmy V did at North Carolina State,
and if that same coach left in disgrace, that said coach would
not be heard of or seen from for a few years.
Ah, but Television, the Great Redeemer, has plucked Valvano
out of the potholes of life, blow-dried his tears and is ready to
plop him in front of a camera so he can share his basketball
wisdom with the rest of us.
Is it ethical? Does it have anything in common with the principles we sporting people try to prove that sports provides?
No... but, hey! that's Entertainment.
• • •
Now, just enough time to sweeten up for dessert. I want to
congratulate Pete O'Rourke and wish him and the Calloway
County Lady Lakers well in the future hardcourt campaigns;
hopefully we'll have a Murray High football coach to
congratulate in a few days.
Also, I want to thank all of the athletes who competed for
Murray High and Calloway County during the recent KHSAA
State Track Meet for making it a very enjoyable day. Not all
of them won their events, of course, but each of them — at
least, as far as I saw — strove to turn in their best
performances. Each of them also displayed a great amount of
class. There were no quiuers and no complainers from the local
crew, just a group of young people who conducted themselves
with the kind of class we find ourselves wishing more athletes
had.
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secutive match. She came back
from a 1-4 deficit in the third set to
beat sixth-seeded Manuela Maleeva
3-6, 6-1, 7-5. Malecva, who
cracked herself in the head with her
racket on a second-set shot, was
two points from victory at 5-4,
0-30, when Seles took off to win
the final three games.
Jana Novotna played Katerina
Malccva, while Jennifer Capriati,
the 14-year-old Floridian and the
youngest Grand Slam quarterfinalist in history, played seventhseeded Mary Joe Fernandez.
The Agassi-Chang matchup
looked as if it would offer a close
contest. Agassi quickly took charge
but Chang made a late run before
strength won out.
The top-ranked player in the
tournament after first-round upsets
of Stefan Edberg and Boris Becker,
the 20-year-old from Las Vegas
broke for a 2-1 lead and won five
games in a row before Chang came
back from 0-30 to hold for 5-2.
Agassi then held for the first set.
Since losing a five-setter to Mats
Wilander in the semis here two
years ago, Agassi has taken on a
training program to improve his
power and stamina. The results
showed in the second set.
Agassi pounded groundstrokes

deep into the corners, running
Chang out of position, then coming
to the net for winning volleys.
Seles, who ended Oral's
66-match winning streak three
weeks ago, was in trouble from the
start against Malecva but showed
her strength in the third set.
Graf said even some of the
things she did wrc-Ig played to her
advantage. She often needed two
volleys to win the point, a second
chance not many Graf opponents
get.
"I attacked her backhand and
had trouble putting away volleys,"
the West German said. "I didn't
play as hard as I should have on
some of those points, but at least it
made her run more."
On the same center court clay
where he dashed Parisian hopes in
1.a straight-set loss to Mats Wilandcr
in the French Open final two years
ago, Leconte reveled in hometown
cheers Monday as he reached the
quarterfinals of a tournament he
almost failed to make.
A wild-card entry through the
graces of the French Tennis Federation, Leconte eliminated eighthseeded Andrei Chesnokov, 6-4,
6-3, 4-6, 2-6, 6-3.

Braves pass on Texas-bound hurler
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Cowboys don't
want to wait
around in CWS

• • •
Speaking of billionarrogancc, that raucous and annoying beeping sound you may have heard yesterday was everyone's B.S.
indicators going off full-blast during the news conference after
the Big Ten Plus One officially voted Penn State into their
fold.
"We believe Penn State will make a splendid addition to the
conference. We're proud of their academic standing. We're also
pleased with the integrity with which they have conducted their
intercollegiate programs over a number of years," University of
Illinois president Stan Ikenberry said during that news
conference. "Those were the two principal motivating factors ...
when we first began this process."
"This represents a move of historic proportions from Penn
Staters — past, present and future. We have joined a family
rich in tradition built upon integrity and with a vision for the
growth of higher education," Penn State President Bryce Jordan
said in a statement. "Our overriding motivation, in concluding
this conference relationship, has been what we perceive as the
wisest future course for the total university, both academically
and athletically."
WHOOP-WHOOP-WHOOP-WHOOP! Incoming BS! The two
principal motivating factors behind the Big Ten/Penn State merger were, in order, (1) Money, and, (2) More money.
That is, unless someone can convince me that gaining a larger share of the television market is going to increase either
Penn State's or the Big Ten's athletic and/or academic integrity.
Hey. they'll be just as honest as they can afford to be.

,
Purdom Motors, Inc.

their identical 59-23 regular-season and 35-6
home records. Both play a physical style, with
strong rebounding and balanced scoring.
"The Western Conference might be a finesse
conference, but we definitely don't look at Portland as a finesse team," Pistons guard Isiah
Thomas said. "I've heard them referred to as
Detroit Pistons West."
Thomas agreed with Daly that the Trail Blazers' balance makes them a tougher team to
defend than Chicago, which was held under 80
points twice in the seven-game Eastern Conference finals.
"We have to respect everyone on their team
they're bigger than us at nearly every position." because they heve three or four guys who can
Trail Blazers guard Terry Porter, told of score 25-35 points," Thomas said. "In the other
Daly's comments, said they were a typical series I've been able to dominate the other point
guard most of the time, but Terry Porter is equal
coach's ploy.
"Who is he trying to kid?" Porter said. to or better than me."
Porter, who has played in the shadow of the
"These guys are the defending champions and
they've been to the finals three years in a row." West's strong cast of point guards — Magic
The finalists have a lot more in common than (Cont'd on page 9)
THE FINALS
Tuesday, Juno $
Portland ii Detroit, II p.m.
Thursday, June 7
Poniard at Detroit. 0 p.m.
Sunday, June 10
Detroit at Ponland, 230 p.m.
Tuesday, Juno 12
Detroit at Portland. 5 p.m.
Thursday, June 14 Detroit at Portland. 5 p.m., if necessary
Sunday, Juno 17
POnland at Detroit. 2:30 p.m., if necessary
Tuesday, June 10
Portland a Detroit. 5 p.m.. it necessary
• •.
Devon and Portland finished Wth the same regulw season
record, but the Pistons have the homecoun edge in The Finals
based on a better conference winning percentage (40-14..741)
than the Trail Blazers (41-15, .732).

RHEU
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NEW YORK (AP) — The Atlanta Braves took Todd Van Poppel at
his word. The Oakland Athletics,
however, did not.
The Braves almost certainly
would have made Van Poppel the
No. 1 choice in Monday's free
agent draft, except the 18-year-old
pitcher from Arlington, Texas, convinced them that he is going to the
University of Texas. Atlanta then
changed direction and made high
school shortstop Chipper Jones
from Jacksonville, Fla., the No. 1
pick and then promptly signed him
late Monday.
Oakland was undeterred; though,
and when Van Popperand his 90
mph fastball were still available at
No. 14 of the first round, the A's
— using a pick obtained from Milwaukee as compensation for the
signing of Dave Parker — grabbed
him. Hank Van Poppet, the youngster's father, can't imagine why.

"As far as we're concerned, it school talent," Snyder said. "The
was a wasted pick," Van Poppel fact that he can switch-hit is a defisaid. "Out of courtesy, we'll per- nite bonus, as is his temendous
mit one visit. Why they drafted speed. For us, it's a quality draft at
him, I'm not sure. He's set to go to a quality position.'
Texas."
Detroit, like Atlanta, was not
Jones' contract with the Braves scared off by a college letter of
contains a record signing bonus of intent.
$275,000. His father, Larry Jones,
Dazzled by Tony Clark's .543
said that the terms of the contract batting average and 10 home runs
are "extremely fair," covering in 35 at-bats for Christian High
$68,000 college education and a School in El Cajon, Calif., the
bonus that tops the record Tigers plunged right after the out$241,000 the Braves gave prep fielder, even though he has a comcatcher Tyler HouSton last year.
mitment to play basketball at the
The Braves hardly view Jones as University of Arizona.,Unlike Van
a consolation prise, however, not Poppel, however, Clark has sugafter he hit .488 with 10 doubles, gested that he might be willing to
five_lixne_runa and. 25. RBIs and try pro hall in tht off-season — if
led The Bolks School to the Flori- the price is right.
Van Poppel, Jones and Clark
da state finals for the sectmd
straight year. He passed up a scho- Were among 16 high school players
larship waiting at the University of chosen in the first round. Of that
group, six were pitchers, including
MiuniS.
"Chipper is a blue-chip high (Coved on page 9)
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OMAHA, Neb.(AP) — Oklahoma State coach Gary Ward doesn't
want to take the time off now that
his Cowboys have things going
their way at the College World
Series. Third-seeded Oklahoma State
defeated second-seeded Louisiana
State 7-1 Monday night on the
combined two-hit pitching of Brad
Gore and Ritchie Moody, and
catcher Michael Daniel's second
home run of the tournament.
. Daniel's three-run shot hit the
scoreboard in tell-center field.'
The victory lets Oklahoma State
have a rest until Thursday night
when the Cowboys (55-16) meet
the survivor of tonight's 7:07 p.m.
CDT match between Louisana
State (53-18) and The Citadel
(46-13). The Citadel, seeded
seventh, earlier Monday. ousted
sixth-seeded Fullerton State 8-7 in
12 innings.
In an upper-bracket elimination
game today, Stanford (57-11), the
top seed, will play fifth-seeded
Mississippi State (50-20). The loser
will go home, while the winner
will meet No. 4 Georgia (50-18) at
7:07 p.m. Wednesday.
"No, I don't like the time,"
Ward said of the time before Oklahoma State's next game. "We
came here to play."
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"They're a hot ball club and
playing well," LSU coach Skip
Bertman agreed. "They're going to
be tough to beat."
They were Monday, night.
Oklahoma State touched LSU
starter Chad Ogea (14-2) for a pair
of runs in the first inning on RBI
singles by Brad Beanblossom and
Neil Szeryk, then added two more
in the third on Jeromy Bumitz'
RBI single and a run-scoring sacrifice fly by Steve Dailey.
Daniel drilled his three-run
homer in the seventh. It was his
22nd home run of the year.
"I liked this homer much better," Daniel said.
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He said Ogea made him look bad
in his previous at-bat and he hoped
he'd get the same low fastball that
struck him out earlier. He did and
Ogea went to the bench behind 7-1.
Gore kept LSU off balance and
off the scoreboard until Lyle Mouton hit a 39-foot home run to leftcenter field.
"(Gore) only made one mistake
tonight, and that was to me with
two outs and nobody on, so that
didn't really hurt him," Mouton
said. "He pitched a dandy of a
game."
"I thought Brad pitched a tremendous game," &man said.
"He made very competitive pitches
when he had to. He held us down
the whole game. Plus, OSU had
some very timely hitting."
Tony Skole singled in a run in
the 10th and singled home Anthony
Jenkins with the game-winner in
the 12th as The Citadel defeated
Fullerton in the first game Monday.
"Our backs were to the wall,
Skole said. "But we really wanted
to win one here to show we
belonged. We scatched and clawed
our way to a win."
The Citadel, the only military
academy ever to qualify for the
CWS, survived seven errors and
three unearned runs in its elimination game against Fullerton State.
Two of the errors were by sophomore shortstop Scott Elvington.
"We're not a very good-defensive team, and, quite frankly, weplayed today without a shortstop,"
Coach Chat Port said. The
Citadel's regular shortstop, Phillip
Tobin, was injured in the opening
8-2 loss to LSU.
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Actions& Reactions
Kentucky League
Monday night's Kentucky League action was a case of Supply and Security, with
Pickens Supply defeating the Rotary Glib 13-4 while Simmons Security Systems
downed Thornton Heating & Air 19-7. For Pickens, Ryan Pickens was the winning
pitcher and contributed a pair of singles to an attack which also featured singles
and doubles from Mitch Ryan and Men Chase and a double by Joey Woods.
Shane Andrus had two doubles for Rotary and O'Shea Hudspeth singled and
tripled
•For SSS, Chris Bawer notched the win behind the three-hit batting of Rohit Tendon, a single and double by Adam Nance and a couple of basehits by Chad
Delancey Micah Cathay tripled for Thornton
• • 11
Due to a reporter's error, weekend Kentucky League games were reported in yesterday's Ledger 6 Times under Little Leave heading and merged with Little
League reports. Perrin Real Estate defeated Faye's 12-3 and the Rotary Club beat
Thornton Heating & Air on Friday night in Kentucky League action, while Perrin
downed Pagliai's 16-7 Saturday

Little League
The Fraternal Order of Police defeated J.H. Churchill 9-7 Monday night whde West
Kentucky Insurance covered Walter's Pharmacy 9-8 in Little League action. For
FOP., Mark Kendall gained the win and doubled at the plate, while Greg Miller
smacked three doubles, Josh Miller singled and doubled and Zach Ross had two
singles. Brent Anderson struck out seven and doubled and singled for J.H. Churchill and Brad Lowe also singled and doubled.
'Preston Weatherly hoped his own cause in the second game, hitting a home run
out of the park while pitching the win for WKI. David Green added a double to the
winning cause, while Walter's Pharmacy got a triple from Michael Beane and a
double from John David Poyner.
• • •
In previously unreported action from Little League fields, Asthma-Allergy Clinic
defeated WKI 12-2 and J.H. Churchill beat Walter's 7-1. Adam Meloan had the win
and two singles for AAC, while Jay Stark tripled and Ross Clark doubled. Steve
Ingersoll had a double for WKI.
'Brent Anderson had three hits, including a double, and Brent Underhill notched
the win for J.H. Churchill, with offensive support from Gary White and Brad Lowe
(double and single each) and Andrew Paul (triple). John Bell rang a pair of singles
for Walter's

Pony League
Golden Corral saddled Mayfield 81 with a 16-1 loss Monday night, but Mayfield #2
got revenge with a 13-5 win over Thornton Heating and Air. For Golden Corral,
Greg Wall pitched the win and pitched in a pair of singles, while Shane Johnson
had three hits, Jeremy Latimer singled and tripled and Jon Reid doubled and
singled.
'For Thornton, Shane Raspberry doubled in two runs.

Park League
Murray Mold & Die defeated West Main Chevron 11-3 in a three-inning game Monday night, with Mitch Wood, Derrick Wilkinson, Roger White and Billy Nored each
collecting two hits in the winning cause. Josh Smith had a pair of hits for West
Main Chevron.
'Murray Lumber defeated Roberts' Realty 16-5 with Fulton Hart slugging a home
run, double and single while Ryan Seay homered with a triple. Other LumberJacks
included Chase Wallace and John David Thieke, who doubled with two singles,
Clint Stewart, double and single, and Anthony Cogdell, Joey Darnell, David Wallin
and James Marshall, each with two hits. For Roberts' Realty, Justin Garland had
two doubles and Adam Scott, Chris Hudspeth and Michael D'Elia had two hits
each.
'Murray Lumber also defeated Clinic Pharmacy 9-5, as Ryan Seay homered and
doubled, John David Thieke tripled and doubled and James Marshall doubled
twice. Derek McCallum, Nick Vaughn and Gary 'Mathis had key hits for Murray
Lumber. For Clinic Pharmacy, Michael Williams had two doubles, Josh Harcourt
had two singles and Jared Henson and Chris Joyce each had key hits.

Lower Division softball
Murray Paving defeated Faye's 16-2 in action last Thursday night, with Heather
Schroeder singling with two doubles and Jeannie Pigg doubling with two singles.
Bethany O'Rourke, Brooke Lencki and Kim Harrington each had three singles,
April Rooker had a single and a double, and-Kalista Cunningham and Jennifer King
each had two singles. For Faye's, Lindsey Lawson doubled and singled.
.Faye's also defeated West Kentucky Insurance 19-5. No individual details were
reported.
*Murray Paving defeated West Kentucky/nsurance 10-1 Monday night, with Kalista Cunningham arid Heather Schroeder each hitting home runs. Jessica Norsworthy tripled and Jeannie Pigg and Brooke Lencki each doubled, while Bethany
O'Rourke and Suzanne Chandler each drove in runs. Heather Davis had WKI's
only RBI.
.Faye's defeated WKI 5-4, with Deanna Futrell tripling and doubling to drive in two
runs and Kelly Miles driving in two runs on a double and Monica Lay accounting for
the final RBI. Kate Mason drove in two runs for WKI and Ashley Bebber and Alicia
Covington each had RBIs.

Upper Division softball
Allison Photography defeated Martha's Restaurant 12-1 and Cain's Jeep-Eagle
defeated Moose Lodge 10-7 Monday night. For Allison, Iris Sewell bloomed four
hits, inducing two home runs, and drove in three runs while Tina Barrow had three
hits, including a triple and a double for three runs. Dina Fazi had four hits, including a double, Vicky Rowland and Carrie Watkins had three hits each and Shannon
Farley added two hits. For Martha's, Stacy Warren went 3-for-3, Carrie Bell had
two hits and scored the only run, and Amy Aleander and Becky Kelso each added
two hits.
•
'Shannon Shields led the Cain attack with four hits, while Marti McClard banged
out three hits. Krista Stalls, Staci Boyd, Melissa Muscio and Tammy Chester all
had two hits for the Moose Lodge.

Daly ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
Johnson, John Stockton and Kevin
Johnson — said he and his teammates have gotten some recognition because of Portland's playoff
success this year.
"Before the playoffs, if you
asked the average fan to name
someone on the team, they probably only could have named Clyde
Drexler and Buck Williams," Porter said. "But we've been getting a
lot of national publicity as we've
gone through the playoffs. It's a
small media market and there's
nothing we can do but continue to
win. Then people will know who
we are.'
"We have a team of blue-collar
people, with guys like Porter and
Kevin Duckworth to get us where
we are now," said Buck Williams,
whose trade from New Jersey has
enabled him to move deeper into
the playoffs than at any time in his
career. "It's similar to the way
Detroit's team has developed over
the years."
"Portland is in the same role
that we were in against the Lakers
two years ago," Thomas said.
In 1988, the Pistons won the first
game on the road, lost the next two
games, won two at home and then
lost the next two at the Forum.
"The Trail Blazers are going to
have to learn for themselves the
problems we had that first year in

Pendleton's single lifts
St. Louis to 3-2 victory
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Terry Pendleton stopped swinging for the fences
and gave the St. Louis Cardinals just enough to win.
After two home-run cuts produced nothing but air, Pendleton lofted a
single over a drawn-in outfield with the bases loaded and one out in the
llth inning to give the Cardinals a 3-2 victory over the Philadelphia
Phillies Monday night.
"I stepped out and said, 'You've got to bear down now,'" said Pendleton, whose hit gave the Cardinals three victories in their last four
games. "I'd been swinging too hard all night.
"I've been swinging too hard for 2A months, as a matter of fact." said
Pendleton, the Cardinals' fifth-place hiuer.
Pendleton had been hitless in four at-bats with two strikeouts, a foulout to the catcher and a groundout before his game-winner. Between
innings, he watched himself overswinging on videotape and he was not
surprised when the Phillies' Marvin Freeman (0-1) walked cleanup hitter
Pedro Guerrero intentionally to load the bases.
After getting in the hole making the same mistakes he had earlier in the
game, Pendleton reminded himself not to worry about hitting the ball "to
the man with the fireworks."
Instead, he just put it in play."This club's going to win when I hit,"
said Pendleton, who was hitting .227 before getting the game-winner.
"I'm not trying to put pressure on me and I'm not trying to take anything
away from my teammates.
"But when I hit, this club's going to win."
The Cardinals snapped a five-game losing streak against the Phillies
despite being outhit 13-6 and getting only four hits and a walk in the last
10 innings after Guerrero's two-run double in the first.
Among the efforts wasted by the Phillies was a 3-for-5 night by Lenny
Dykstra that raised his major-league leading average five points to .418
and extended his hitting streak to 17 games.
Dykstra is 11-for-17 in the last four games and is hitting .465
(33-for-71) during his streak.
"He gets three hits a day, it seems," Phillies manager Nick Leyva said
of Dykstra, who never has hit even .300. "He's really a battler. He's
going through a streak that I hope lasts until Oct. 4."
Dykstra scored the Phillies' first run in the third when he singled and
went to third when the ball got past left fielder Vince Colman for an
error, then scored on Tommy Herr's groundout.
The Phillies tied the score on Charlie Hayes' bases-loaded single off
Lee Smith in the eighth but otherwise misfired in the late innings. They
got seven hits and four walks in the last four innings but stranded eight
runners in that stretch and left 15 on base overall.
The Phillies' most glaring failure came after Hayes' hit, which came
with none out in the eighth. Dickie Thon, Darren Daulton and pinch-hitter
Randy Ready all fouled out against Smith to the inning.
Frank DiPino (2-0), the fifth Cardinals pitcher, worked a scoreless llth
to extend his winning steak to 13 games dating to June 9, 1988. He was
9-0 last season.
"They got a lot of hits but things turned out all right," DiPino said.
"You give up a hit, then bear down."
Cardinals starter John Tudor gave up six hits and an unearned run in 6
2-3 innings, while the Phillies' Terry Mulholland gave up tnree hits and
two runs in six innings.
While winning, th;
e Cardinals scored three or fewer runs for the 28th
time in 51 games.
AROUND THE HOPN
AIAERICAN LEAGUE
Torn Brunansky likes what he sees at Fenway Park, and the Boston Red Sox like what
they see in him, too.
"Any time I come to this ballpark I feel very
comfortable, no pressure at all," Brunansky
said Monday night after powering the Red Scx
10 a 5-3 victory over the New York Yankees
—13runansky drove in four runs woh a hornet', a
sacrifice fly and a trebreaking double in the
eighth inning. He led Boston to its filth victory in
seven games, while the Yankees lost for the
eighth time in nine Ines
Brunansky, who mauled Red Sox pitching on
visits with the Minnesota Twins from 1982-87,
was traded by St. Louis to Boston on May 4 for
Lee Smith. In eight games in Fenway Park
since the deal, Brunansky is 13-for-31 ( 419)
with tour homers and 13 RBIs.
In 4C lifetime games in Boston, he is
51 -for-157 (.325) with 14 homers and 34 RElls.
"I Just set up well in this park, not lust
because of the 143h-fie1d wall," he said. "It's a
combination of things I feel I have good bat
coverage of the outside the plate, I pick up the
ball well. It's Just a good feeling."
Brunansky's big game helped move the Red
Sox into first place in the American League
East, one•hall game ahead of Milwaukee and
Toronto.
In the other Amencan League games Monday, Texas got past California 1-0 as Kevin
Brown and Kenny Rogers combined on a six hitter and the Rangers scored an unearned run
Baltimore beat Milwaukee 6-4 when Cal Ripken
hit a bases-loaded sacrifice fly that broke a 4-4
tie in the sixth inning.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
The San Francisco Giants and San Diego
Padres couldn't stop hitting the ball. The Atlanta Braves couldn't stop missing rt.
While the Braves were setting a maior-

Braves ...

(Cont'd from page 8)
Van Poppcl, who had a 9-3 record
and 0.97 earned run average at
Martin High School, and Kurt Miller, 9-1 with a 1.41 ERA at West
High School in Bakersfield, Calif.,
picked No. 5 by Pittsburgh.
The others were Ron Walden,
the finals," Thomas said.
11-0
with an 0.36 ERA for
Portland's
problems
of
One
is
the Pistons' defense, which is Blanchard, Okla., High School,
allowing 92.3 points per game, picked by the Los Angeles Dodgers
even better than last year's record at No. 9; Todd Ritchie, 9-1, 0.76
playoff pace of 92.9 when Detroit ERA for Duncanville, Texas, High,
won 15 of 17 en route to its first selected by Minnesota at No. 12;
and Steve Karsay, 8-1, 1.13, for
title.
Christ
the King High in New York
averaging
Blazers
are
The Trail
City, drafted by Toronto with the
108.8 points in the playoffs, but
Adelman realizes they haven't 22nd pick.
Among the college players choplayed a strong defensive team like
were two involved in the Colsen
the Pistons, who have held opponents under 80 points in three play- lege World Series — Stanford
pitcher Mike Mussina, chosen by
off games.
Baltimore at No. 20, and Oklahoma
"They're capable of doing that
State
outfielder Jeromy Burnitz,
to anybody, but if we can play to
our ability offensively, I don't picked by the New York Mets at
think they will do it to us," Mel- No. 17. Mussina was 11-3 with a
3.33 ERA and Burnitz hit .296 with
man said.

Italian
Spaghetti Special
With Garlic Bread

19
Small

$1

Large

$1
"

Wednesday 11 a.m.-10 p.m. Inside Dining Only

SI
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SCOREBOARD
..... ..•.
'New Officesame good neighbor" A
.
305 N. 12th
Like a good neighbor,
(Next To
State Farm Is there
Century 21)
Jane Rogers
Farm insurance Companwes
Stale
St
753-9627
i--,orne 011(cia Bloomington Imos
li

I.

-gio

BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Esie Division
W L Pct
GB Lb0 Street Home Away
26 23 531
—
5-5 Won 2
14-9 12-14
25 23 521
A
3-7 Lost 2
12-9 13.14
27 25 511
'A
6-4 Won 1
15-15 12-10
23 25 479
?A
44 LOOM 1
13-10 10-15
24 V .471
3
7-7-3 Won 3
6-12 16-16
22 30 423
54 2-3-7 won i
9-15 13-15
18 30 375
TA 7-24 Log 3 10-14 5-16
Woo Malaise
W I. Poi
0E1 Lig Streak Horne Awry
33 16 673 —
744 Log 2
154 18-8
10 17 .635
2
7-7-3 Won 1
204 10-9
29 21 .610
CA 7-7-3 Lost 1
14-7 15-14
25 27 .4111
54 7-6-4 Log 1
13-13 12.14
24 28 .462 10% 7.3-7 Lost 1
11-17 13-11
22 27 .449 11
7-3 Won 2
14-14 8-13
21 30 .412 13
3-7 Won 1
12-17 9-13

Boston
liAlwaasie
Toronto
Ciatalaixl
Balerhore
Daum
Now York
Oakland
Chicago
Mimeos
Canons'
Seaga
Kansas City

Texas
7-dienotes NM game was a wen

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East DiViiliel1
W L Pct
31 19 .620
—
25 22 .550
3
26 22 542
4
23 25 461
ItrA
21 26 447
SA
22 29 431
WA
Wog Division
W L Pc"
33 13 717
—
26 24 520
9
26 26 500
10
23 29 442 13
19 29 396
15
20 31 392
153.

Pltiataah
Philadelphia
Sr. Lam
Nag York
Chicago

Cinonnat
San Diego
Los Angola"
San Franosco
'eh
Atlanta
Houston
z-denotes first game was a win

GEI LIO Streak Horn* Away
7-3 Won 1
174 14-11
6-4 Won 2
14-9 14-13
7-44 Log 1
12-11 14-11
44 Won 2
12-16 11-12
7-3-7 Loat 3
14-12 7.14
3-7 Lost 2
$-15 14-14
GB L10 Streak Horns Away
7-7-3 Log 1
13-6 20-7
z-7-3 Won I
15-14 11-10
7-44 Won 1
15-13 11.13
6-4 Won 4
10-16 13-13
4-6 Lost 1
10-13 9-16
7-4-6 Low 4
1114 9-17

AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's own..
Mandel's Games
Boston 5. Now York 3
Montreal S. New Yolk 3
aatmOna 6. Milwaukee 4
Pittsburgh 6. Chicago 2
Texas 1. Calitorna 0
SL Louis 3, Philadelphia 2, 11 innings
Only games scheduled
San Diego 10, Houston 2
Tuesday's Games
San
Francisco 10. Cincinnati 1
Now Yolk (Hawkins 1-4) at Boston (Dopson 0-0).
Los Angeles 6. Atlanta 0
635 p.m.
Tuesday's Garage
Detroit (Petry 4-21 at Cleveland (Cantaoal 5-2),
Montreal (Boyd 3-2) at Now Volt (Ofsda 1 -3). 635
6:35 p.m.
P in.
Mnnesota IA Smith 4-41 at Toronto (Wag 2-1).
Chicago (Assenrnacher 1.1) at Pittsburgh (Tonal
635 pm
2-41, 6.35 pm
Seattle (Holman 6-31 at Chicago (Hibbard 4-3),
706 pmPhladelpha (Ruffin 3-5) at Si Lois *Wan*
24). 735 pm
a (Langston 3-5) at Kansas Clry ()otson
Houston (Deahties 3-21g San Diego (Rasmussen
0-3). 735 pm
5-2), 905 pm
Baltimore (Tibbs 2-5) at Mhvaukets (Navarro 1-1),
Atlanta (P Smith 4-4) at Los Angeles (Morgan 6-31.
735 pm
935 pm
Oakland (Welch 7-2) at Texas (Bohanon 0-2). 735
Crnanna0 (Armstrong 11-1) at San Francisco (Gar.
ti in
rake 1-61. 935 p.m
Wedmsdry's Genus
Wednesday's Gamete
Minnesota at Toronto, 1135 a in
Cincinnati at San Francisco, 225 P rii
Nem York at Boston, 635 p m
HOUS10I1 at San Diego. 306 p m
Deedt at Cleveland. 635 p m
Montreal at Now Yak, 635 pm
Simile at Chcago. 705 pm
Chcago at Pittsburgh, 635 pm
California at Kansas City 735 pm
Phladalpha
at St Louis. 7.35 p m
Baltimore at Milwaukee 735 pm
Atlanta at Los Artostss. 935 pm
Oakland at I ems. 7 35 p m

FASTBALLS
SCOREBOARD
Phladeilphia at St Lam 1735 pm CDT) Brix* RuMn (3-5) plcnos tor the Phobias against strugging lert-

nanclw Joe Havana (2-8) Ruffin coat lAagrane 6-2 on April 14

STATS
Boston first basaman Cart» Quintana, a convened outfielder, has thrown cut seven runner.; at the plats thw
season
Lon Dykstra went 3-ion-5 Monday night and rimed his mato( league- isadng average to 4'8

STREAKS
Barry Bonds has 14 hts and 21 RBis in he last 23 at-bits with nanny's ,,, 5C0fIng position

SWINGS
In their lag nine games, the San Dego Padrea have scored mho( two Or fewer runs or eight and up In order,
the Padres have gotten 0, 5. 9. 6. 2, 11. 9. 2 and 10 runs
SLUGGERS
Tom Brunansky iii 13-tor-31 14191 mrn fox home sung anti 53 RBIs 'n eqh' games at F..".
87 Part-,X.hi
was traded ?mei

St LoLis to Boston

,

SLUMPS
Both New York Warm OP 5-3 Monday right The Yankees trait in Boston and have lost sight of rants games.
..
the Mots dropped to Montreal and are 1-4 and Bud Harrelson look ova as manager
STARTERS
Not inducing Frank illoie. Ihe Meta staring rotation of Dwight Gcooen Ron Daring Sid Fernandez, David
Cone and Bob Cesda is a COM01,1110 9-21
SHUTOUTS
Texas a 7.1 in 1-0 games since the stall at Vie 1285 season

STRANDED
lalwauk•• has ieft 42 runnors on base in the last lour games
STARS
Ramon Martinez. Dodgers. bed the team mark told by Sandy Koutax by 'Irani; out 18 battery Monday night in
a 6-0 victory over Atlanta He pitched a throe-NW and waked only one

STATUS
Nolan Rom is scheduled to son Wednesday night kw Texas against Oakland He has been on the 15-day
casabied Ilia with a back problem and has riot started since May 16

•

SPEAKING

'When) warmed up. I felt good 11811 Ike nobody was gong to hit me" — Ramon Martinez after stniung oi..1 ,5
Mama batten
SEASONS
June 5
1911 — Boston'a Sincity Joe Wood struck out Miss Chicago whn. Sox pinch haters in the ninIti to preserve a
5-4 win
1951 — Pail LaParne of Pittiburgh tossed a liveht shutout in ha Intr map( league game to give the Pirates
an 6-0 victory over the Boston Braves The Pirates also Wed the mayor Wawa record by leaving 18 rren on
equaling the mark sat by the Pirates in 1005
1956— lackey Mantle hit a home run off Chicago's Billy Place that traveted an estimated 550 Nil The ban
cleared the isr lead uppor deck at Comiskey at
1969 — Pitwourgh's Dick Stuart Mt the lonr
ooliorre run ever at Forbes Fad Stuart hit a blast ova( the
canter-Mid wall on Chicago pitcher Glenn
1966 — Len Cardenas ha tour horn* runs in a cloubieheader agang the Chcago Cube Cardona' rirt hino
home runs in each game as Cincinnati won the opener 6-3 Nil 0(00000 171411 $41COnd game 9-5
1976— Bill Rotanaon at the Prttaburgh Pirates ha truss norm runs in an 11-9. 15-mning Ices to the San Diego
Padres at Three livers Stidium
1986 — San Diego's SW" Garvey was erect for the rust lime in his career Sites he argued a play at Ion,
pats Garvey. the on-deck Patter, pro:440W Net Out ot a triple piay executed by Vie Mania Braves with 'borne
pigs umpire Chart* Wiliam' Television ragtime showed that Be Robwris was sale The Padres km 4-2
1619 — The Blie Jays lost their debut in tie SkyDorni as Glenn Briggs tat a two-run hornet to gad the
Maraukee Brewers paw Toronto 5-3. Toronto's Fred McGill/ m the first rimer in the SkyDorne. a two-run shot
in the second The complex cost about $375 'ration to build and tortures a $100 meson loursectiorwd 'grecs
able roof that takes grout 20 franuleS to put in place
Ifte

11 home runs and 54 RBIs.
The draft continues today and
Wednesday with 1,500 players
expected to be selected.

Jane Rogers Insurance
Aker

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

753-9627
h.

Remove the Rustfrom your study skills.

Adults Belong
\B.d in College ...
it's not just for kids anymore.
Coming in August--

a rust-remover course designed to help you polish your study skills so you can shine brightly
when you begin your college career!!

Rust Remover Course Schedule
Monday, Aug. 13 and Wednesday Aug. 15, 1990
Monday, Aug. 20 and Wednesday Aug. 15, 1990
6:30-9:00 p.m. Learning Center (Southeast Corner), in the Lowry Center
on 15th Street.
Fee: $20.00 Enrollment is limited.
For more information call (502)762-4150 or 1-800-669-7654.

19
Special
For Kids

510 Main St.

league season high with 18 strikeouts in a 6-0
loss Monday night against Ramon Martinez of
the Los Angeles Dodgers, every Giant starter
had at least one hit by the fourth inning in a
10-1 rout of Cincinnati.
It took the Padres a while longer to gel
started, but they wound up with their biggest
inning of the season in a 10-2 romp over
Houston.
Martinez tied Sandy Koufax's Dodger record
for strikeouts in a game, falling short of the NL
mark of 19 shared by Steve Carlton and Torn
Seaver and the major-league mark of 20 by
Roger Clemens.
"When I warmed up, I felt great," said Martinez, who had stnkeouts in every inning by the
ninth while pitching a three-hater. "I felt like
nobody was going to hit me."
The Giants wasted little time getting started,
scoring live runs on seven hits in the first inning
against an old nemesis, Ron Robinson. San
Francisco totaled 16 hos after batting around
twice in the first lour innings to take an 8-0
lead.
In San Diego, the Padres' Garry Templeton
wound up with four of San Diego's 15 hits,
accomplishing that teat a 23rd time in his
14-year career.
Elsewhere in the National League, Pittsburgh
beat Chicago 6-2 as Bob Patterson pitched well
in his second consecutive victory as a starter
and Barry Bonds hit a two-run triple, leading
surging Pittsburgh over sagging Chicago.
Montreal railed to beat struggling New York
5-3 when Nelson Santovenia, hitting only .150,
delivered a two-run pinch single with the bases
loaded in the seventh inning as Montreal rallied
to beat struck:111m New York. Since Bud Harrelson replaced Davey Johnson last Tuesday as
manager, the Mets have dropped tour of five
games. Meanwhile, the surprising Expos, who
outhrt the Mets 13-5, have won seven of their
last eight road games and six ol seven overall
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Refills On Drinks

You Can't Fat This Well Al Home For This Price

CE*A0

,B

Is a program of the Center
%lc, for Continuing Education
Murray State University

1 Walk
5 Laundry
cYcelt
9 "The
Burning —"
12 Identical
13 Inactive
14 Native metal
15 Rejects
17 Old pronoun
18 Even score
19 On one's —
(standing)
21 Liquid
measure
23 Came on the
27 Negative
28 Respond
29 Deface
31 Chart
34 -- garde
35 Places of
worship
38 Note of
scale
1

2

39 Sum up
41 Fish eggs
42 Helped
44 Printer's
measure
46 Grapples
48 Stone cut in
relief
51 Narrow
52 rignit13nlaxon
money
53 Greek letter
55 Puzzle
59 Transgress
60 Fish sauce
62 Christmas
carol
63 Youngster
64 Not vivid:
abbr.
65 Opening in
fence

Ell7

13
III
19

8

29

40

39

44
49

37

59

60

63

64

38

51

50

53

33

47

46

52

32

43

42

41UU
45

31

30

36

35

22
27

26

25

34

t4
18

21

20

28

48

3 Large bird
4 Ideal
5 More
sagacious
6 Paid notice
7 Crafty
8 Foot part
9 10 11

17

16

15

24

MI

IIII 4

rz

23

ELAND
01 ELD
PILLOW
MOWERS
T R DID
AGES
AN
SLAIN
OPA
INS
LINED
ER
NEED
DUAREST
TREAT
RI:j E ROE
SERVE
MI SUI LE
DI ES
ON ElEARS
SNAPS
ENS
UTE
DE
SOTS
S MID
1113TERS
TEEMED
SUA I D
D EDS E

56

55

54
61

se

62
65

Lowest point
10 Great Lake
The —
Hunter"
16 Tidier
20 Mollifies
22 At home
23 Region
24 Await
settlement
25 Father
26 Pigeon pea
30 Cause
32 Toward
shelter
33 Cushions
36 Cut
37 Occupying a
chair
40 Require
43 Letterman ID
45 Myself
47 Choose
48 Expense
49 Solo
50 Middle East
country
54 Rubber tree
56 Tibetan
gazelle
57 Encountered
58 Beverage
1,0. —
61 A.

UUU

TELL LIJI40EN,ER IT 15
(
TP-IAT I CAN'T COME TO
THE P1-1ONE BECAUSE MY
00615 5LEEPIN6 ON MY
LAP Amp IF I 6ET UP
IT WILL Di5TUR6141M

Judging Book by Its Cover
Holds Bitter Lesson for Son
DEAR ABBY:The letter concern- learn."A foolish son is a grief to
ing the minister who,on receiving a his father, and bitterness to her
pair of leather gloves for services who bore him."(Proverbs 17:25)
rendered, was disappointed — until
he tried them on and discovered a
$10 bill stuffed into each finger.
DEAR ABBY:lam a young widow
reminded me of this story:
A young man from a wealthy (38)born in the Middle East and am
family was about to graduate from told I am very good-looking. I met a
high school. It was the custom in gentleman )451 who after the first
that affluent neighborhood for the date told me I am the kind of woman
parents to give the graduate an he would like to marry, but first he
automobile.-Bill" and his father had must find out what kind of a lover I
spent months looking at cars, and would make.
the week before graduation they
I am the kind of woman who will
found the perfect car. Bill was cer- make love only to her husband, so
tain that car would be his on gradu- what should I tell him when he sugation night.
gests going on a weekend trip with
Imagine his disappointment him?
when, on the eve of his graduation,
NEW YORKER
Bill's father handed him a giftwrapped Bible! Bill was so angry
DEAR NEW YORKER:Tell the
that he threw the Bible down and gentleman exactly what you
stormed out ofthe house. He and his have told me.(He might be wise
father never saw each other again.It to take a gamble. While putting
was the news of his father's death you to the test, he could fail it.)
that brought Bill home again.
As he sat one night going through
his father's possessions that he was
to inherit, he came across the Bible
DEAR ABBY: May we add our 2
his father had given him.He brushed cents' worth about older people getaway the dust and opened it to find ting college degrees?
a cashier's check, dated the day of
,My husband and I, both black
his graduation — in the exact amount graduate'students, have a very speof the car they had chosen together. cial friend, Jennie Lander, of Half
BECKAH FINK,TEXAS Moon Bay, Calif. Jennie is a courageous black woman who is legally
DEAR BECKAH: I hope Bill blind and hearing-impaired. Last
cover,
for
cover
to
read the Bible
year, she received her master's deit contained much he needed to gree in gerontology from San Francisco State University. Jennie is 84
years old! Can anybody top this?
DELIGHT AND KOFI AVOKE,
DALY CITY, CALIF.
DEAR DELIGHT AND KOFI:
Ifanybody can,I will surely hear
about4. Meanwhile, congratulations and kudos to Jennie Lander!

Harris decorated
with second award
at Ft. Stewart, Ga.

HE

PA 1 E

Spec. Edwin D. Harris has been
decorated with the second award of
the Army Achievement Medal at
Fort Stewart, Ga.
The Achievement Medal is
awarded to soldiers for meritorious
service, acts of courage, or other
accomplishments.
Harris is a personnel administration specialist with the 5th Air
Defense Artillery.
He is the son of Willie A. Harris
of 300 N. Fifth, Murray.
The specialist is a 1984 graduate
of Calloway County High School.

ECRET TO IMPREE51r4C/ A
riC1APPEARINCiTOE
TOO EAGER.
NOTICE HOW CALM
ANP COOL I AM

Patti Jones has been elected
president for 1990-91 of the ATB
Club. She succeeds Jeffre Dreyer,
who will be the vice-president.
Reelected secretary was Judy
Morgan. Royce Williams will be
the treasurer for the fifth year.
James Overby was elected baliff
while Frank Fazi was reelected
membership director. Bob Rodgers
was elected program chairman.
The ATB Club meets at noon
and consists of selected members
of the University and Murray
community.

mAYEkE WERE MEANT TO
O

somiTHING WI'TM

IT

wELL.,THAT'S A LiTTLE
se-rraR, Etu'r NOT MUCH

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Calloway County School District is preparing applications for the use of federal funds for the
education of children with handicaps in the
Calloway County School District. These applications specify that a free and appropriate public
education will be provided to all children with
handicaps, ages 3 through 5 who are residents of
Calloway County School District.This application
will be on file in the Office ofthe Superintendent of
Calloway County Schools for a period of ten (10)
days beginning June 5, 1990, and ending June 15,
1990. Any interested persons may review copies of
the application at the Office of the Superintendent
and may make comments to Nancy Lovett.
Consideration will be given to all comments prior
to the submission of the final copy of the
application to the Department of Education.

1990 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act has
been repealed. Your need
has never been greater for•
comprehensive Medicare
Supplement plan. Deductibles, co-insurance and "nonapproved charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up. The
Put A deductibie you, or
your insurance, must pay
has been Increased to $592
In 1990.
For more Information
call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4189

NEW
Inforr
spots
reiee
ries:i

COOK. One year of experience in commercial food
preparation required with
2-6 years experience preferred. Good math skills are
essential. MUM be knowledgeable of methods of
preparation, equipment
and supply use, and sanitation and safety. Position
starts FaN Semester 1990.
Salary $5.31 per hour.
Apply at Personnel Services, 4th Floor, Sparta
Hal, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
E0E/M-F-V-H

ing
Md.
00-Ci

CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring
all positions. Both skilled
and unskilled. For information Call (615)779-5507
VIDEO DATING: Paducah, Ext. H-1386
Murray, Benton, Mayfield...
Confidential... For com- DRIVE for more get more
plete details send S.A.S.E. miles get home every two
to P.V.S. PO Box 1911, weeks get more benefits. If
you're good enough to
Murray, Ky. 42071.
drive tractor/trailer over the
road for M.S. Carriers,
GLASS Replacement for you're good enough to
home, auto, and business. drive the best equipment
Repair storm windows and out there and bring home
screens. Repair corners more money, more often.
and latches, replace glass You're good enough to
in patio doors, repair roll- earn up to $45,000 a year
ers, also mirrors, and glass and get more respect from
table tops cut to size. lArror the company that puts drivframes and picture frames. ers first. Get To A Phone
M&G Complete Glass Di- 6 1 5 - 2 4 4 - 1 8 9 2 ,
xieland Center 753-0180. 800-231-5209 M.S. Carriers Delivering Your
Future

*our 28th. year of service'

People who
would be
interested in
renting space
in antique
mall.
Call
436-2263

APPRENTICE for HVAC
service technician needed.
Please call 753-8181
6arri-4:30pm.

Triploid Grass Carp
'11'-14'

$7.50 each
Catfish Fingerlings
C-5'
25' Each
Hybrid Stripped Bass
Available In June

Coldwater
Fish Farms
(502)489-2495
Order by June 7

Townhouse Restaurant
Ho East 12th on Court Square
Next to MTG in Benton, KY
FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT
6-seat tables, 4-seat tables, 2-scat tables, wooden padded-seal &
back sucking chairs, wood & glass cash register stand,cash register.
ice machine,cupboard, pie display case-refngergoi,2-drawer bun
wanna,small household refrigerator, 36"electnc char-gnll,double
fryer, 18"solid grill,3 steam table, solid burner cooktop,col burner
cudgel% small commercial reffigerator with sandwich board,
convection oven-Hobart. Hobart mixer, miaowave, small chest
freezer, large chest freezer, walk-in cooler, salad bar with sntrze
guard, booster seats, high chair. Hoover upnght vacuum, outside
sign with letters, 3-compartment sink, raals for walk-or, 3-uer bus
cans,bus trays,ice tea dispasa,milk shake cups,stool,open/closed
sign with message board & leners, candy rack, cup/glass suckers,
chrome Sweet-N-Low,salt,& Pepper holders,sugar dispensers,salt
& pepper shakers, 16 oz clear plastic glasses, 6 oz. clear plagic
glasses, filter racks, assorted glasses, wood salad bowls, knives,
forks, te.aspouns, teaspoons-long,soup spoons, steak knives, glass
genuned sundae glasses,cups,saucas,dessert plates, nrruned soup
bowls, ice scoops, stainless steel creamers, stainless steel teapots,
syrup dispensers,ashtrays,4 pitace nested stainless stocl mixing bowl
set,4 qt. pots,8 qt. soup pot, 12 qt. soup pot, V2 sheet baking pans,
assorted kitchen utensils, large lot of steam table pans of all sizes,
scale-oz, waffler. Medallion monkey bowls-solid white, Ultima
monkey bowls-solid *hie, round dinner platiz- La ughlin-solid
white, small planers-white, large platen-white, soup bowls, small
cast iron skillet, chicken fryer,cast iron skillet,serve,4-slice toaster,
misc. white bowls, assorted paper goods.
•
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: This is all extra nice equipment!
Sale Conducted by

liatchett Real Estate & kuction
401 E. 8th St., Benton, KY 42025
C.K. Hatchett, 527-2044 • Auctioneer & Broker
Tommy Smothers, 527-9902 • Sales Manager

$5,000 GOLD CARD Guaranteed! No credit check. No
deposit! Cash advances!
Also easy VISA/MC, no deposit! Free calf.
1(800)234-6741, anytime.

FOUND: Hound pup, vicinity of Sherwood Forrest
Cal 759-4106.
LOST: Golden Retriever,
male, reddish -brown,
wearing camolIage collar
but no ID, 94W/Doran Rd.
area. COI 753-6306.
I MEP TO MAKE A PEAL WITH
VU„NALF OF THE FISH ON laiR
TEN -MILE LINE„'CU FeEFU5E17—•

EASY work! Excellent pay!
Assemble, products at
home. Call for information.
504-641-8003 ext. 8047.
ELECTRICIANS helper.
Send resume to: PO Box
1344 Murray, Ky. 42071.
EXCELLENT wages for
spare time assembly. Easy
work at home. Exceptional
pay. No experience
needed.
Call
1-601-388-8242 Ext.
H1602. Open 24 HAS. including Sunday.
HELP WANTED - NUTRITIONISTS Be a member of
a new team in health and
nutrition services in Western Kentucky! The Purchase District Health Depart
ment is seeking nutritionists to provide counseling
and educational services to
women and children. Most
clients also receive other
health services in Local
Health Centers throughout
the Purchase Area. Job duties also include inservice
education for staff and
other professionals. Attractive work hours and fringe
benefits. Automoble is required, with frequent local
travel and occasional overnight trips. Possible classifications include Nutritionwith minimum salists
ary range of $8.62-9.05/hr.,
depending on education,
experience, and level of
responsiilities. Minimum of
10% increase by the end of
the first year. Written examination is required for
some classifications. Master's and/or RD eligible required by program standards. Applications may be
secured at PDHD Administrative Offices, 916 KY.
Ave., in Paducah,or 320 N.
7th Street in Mayfield. or
area Health Centers. Call
(502) 444-0625 or
247-1490 for additional information. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
LOOKING for part-time job
or a career? Need 5 ladies
to help with sales work. Can
earn $5 per hour or more.
For information send name
and phone number* to: PO
Box 252, Murray, Ky.

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if: You do
not have your GED or hitt
school diploma; You we
between the ages of 16 8
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentudty Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
Sam.-11:30e.m.
NEEDED: LPN/RN 3-11
shift, excellent benefits, full
time position. Apply in person 9-5 Mon-Fri at Have
Memorial, Holiday Lane,
Fulton, Ky.

$2,500 CREDIT CARDI
Gueranteed same day apprevail OW*/ for NO deposit VISA4AC and cosh
advances. 1-800-827-1051
sat 01323.
ADDRESSERS wanted immedleliely1 No experience
noonsery. Excellent pftl
Wok at home. Call
he: 14004064243.

WANT mature responsibie
acid experienced ges Mslion attendant Respond to:
PO Box 10406,Murray,Ky.
42071.
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360

Help
Wanted

Ardcles
For Bale

Business

NEWS EDITOR, University
Information Services Responsibilities Write news
releases and feature stories assist with special writing assignments, supervise
student writers, develop
on-campus news contacts
and rapport with news media Qualifications Bachelor's degree in journalism ore
related field plus two years
of professional expenence
Familiarity with word processing desirable. Salary
Commensurate with education and experience
Screening of applicabons
will begin July 1 and continue until position is filled
Send resume, examples of
news and feature writing
and names and telephone
numbers of three references to Dwain McIntosh,
Director, University Information Services, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Ky , 42071
E0E/MFVE4

BATHROOM vanity cabinet with sink Good condition 753-9320

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years aty and state investigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons. Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641

SIKVIOSO

LOVE seat, $65. portable
washer, $30, lett aluminum semi-v fishing boat
with trailer, $300, Hummingbird fish locator, $100;
new trolling motor, $75;
200amp arc welder, $75
Call 436-5671

270

Mobile
Homes For Sale

REDWING Bob White pattern, 8 piece setting, plus
extras, $450 753-9851.

1983 14x65 mobile home
with 17 acres Cal
437-4418

SEARS reclining wheelchair, 3 months old, used 3
times indoors New, $430,
take $300 753-5035

1989 CAVALIER trailer
3br, 2 bath set up in Fox
Meadows Immediate possession, $18,500 West
Kentucky Properties
759-1161

155

Appliances
KENMORE refrigerator
$165, range $45
753-7727

26R mobile home, in Ke
niana Shores, lot near Kentucky Lake Good condition, $5000. Call 436-2289.
3BR,2 bath double wide on
1 acre Decks, pool, satellite, outbuilding, and much
more $29,900. 759-4778

SEARS/Kenmore refrigerNOW hiring Shoney's Inn ator 19cu tt side by side,
ice maker $600; Sears
Apply in person.
Kenmore electric range, WINDSOR 14x70, 2br, gas
PAINTERS - must have mi- both almond, like new, heat, all appliances including washer & dryer, 2 pornimum 2 years experience $250, 753-6702
ches, storage building and
Steady work Apply at
much more Very good conBlack's Decorating 701 S.
dition. Must sell! Calf
4th St or call 753-0839.
1st)
753-3204 after 6pm.
PART-TIME gymnastics
Home
Furnishings
and cheerleading instruc280
tor 753-6705, 753-2720
3 MOBILE homes full o
Mobil*
Homes For Rent
RECEPTIONIST, secret- new and used furniture for
ary, telephone operator, full sale, 'cheap' Call
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
time, established profes- 753-2922 and ask for Neal
or unfurnished Some new
sional firm Reply to PO
ANTIQUE English oak sec- furniture, natural gasBox 1040A, Murray, Ky
retary arid chair in excellent electric, air conditioned
42071
condition Reduced priced Shady Oaks 753-5209.
TAKING applications for to sell 753-7128.
cabinet building and instal300
SPECIALS - Used: living
lation Apply in person at
Business
room, den, and kitchen
Jerry's Custom Kitchen CaRentals
chairs, priced $2 to $4 dolbinets, 409 Sunbury Circle
lars each Couches, BUSINESS or office build
$10-$25 each. All beds re ing next to University. 309
duced 20% The time is N 16th St. Formerly the
right, the price is right So University Barber Shop.
''JCA,ng SCh001 Grads
see us at 806 Coldwater Day 753-1953, night
LET YOUR DRIVE
Rd Phone 753-4669
753-0870.

MEET OUR DRIVE
HEAD to HEAD

Voca personai drive can mean out lona
of drive when you loin J B Hunt
your arnbscn and motivation lead the
way to a great career with one ol Ore
CCuntfyi MCC siccessail tucking
convenes
J B Hunt otters you weal pay plus
tank bereits her perienorad drivers
sails 21'camper mile and average
first Asa sanuris can go up to 125ST If
you are at least 23 years old and have
the Sr... we need true us a :al

165
Antiques
OLDE Tyme Auto Club
CAR SHOW and SWAP
MEET, 4-H Fairgrounds,
Highway 41 North, Evansville, IN June 9-10

1-800-64 -3331
J. B. Hunt
Where the driver matters
10 drug screen
a.ars ay. a' 73 0,1.
'4

Farm
Equipment

EOESuoiect

WENDY'S is now hiring day
help Apply at Wendy's
Murray 2 4pm, Mon, Tues ,
Wed

MASSEY-FERGUSON 50
Good condition Call
492-8566 after 5pm

PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental and MaineAnjou crossbred service
age Bulls and Heifers,
ready for breeding Only
090
top performance animals
Mallon
offered for sale All animals
Wanted
guaranteed to breed Smith
CHRISTIAN woman will Broadbent
Farms Cadiz,
clean houses 759-4431
KY
42211
Day
DEPENDABLE lawn mow- (502)235-5182 Night
ing and trimming (502)235-5170
753-7639
WILL babysit 753-6519
WILL dean houses or offices Hours flexible Have
references Call 436-53N75
or 753-0249 after 5pm Ask
for Pam
WILL dean houses. references provided_ 759-4174.
WILL stay with sick or elderly lave in or out, full or
part time 753-0785
WILL take care of elderly,
sick, nights Call 753-4590
for information

I

2nn
Sports
Equipment

E-Z-GO Golf Carts
Electric. Softball & basebal
batting cages now open
North 16th St. 753-1152, at
Sullivan's Par 3 golf course
210

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220

Business
Opportunky

110
Instruction
BE A PARALEGAL Accredited 1976, Attorney Instructed, Home Study, Fin
Aid, Free Catalog, SCI
1-800-669-2555
130
For Sale
Or Trade

lAusical
PIANO For Sale - Wanted
Responsible party to as
sume small monthly pay
ments on piano See loc
ally. Call credit manage
1-800-447-4266
240

MIscolansous
2 ADULT interment spaces
in Garden of Everlasting
Life Murray Memorial Garden $1,000 Call FreedHardeman University
901-989-6009

COMMERCIAL laundry
FOR sale or trade 1953 equipment 10 washers, 8
Mercedes all original, good dryers, coin changer,
upholstery, runs good, plumbing and gas lines
needs paint Irvin Cobb Re- 437-4647
sort 436-5811
LARGE,large, large, selection of larger size storage
140
buildings in stock, ready for
Went
immediate delivery For
To Buy
sale or rent to-own, some
ANTIQUES by the piece or restrictions Acree Portable
collections Call 753-9433 Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
after 5pm
247-7831
BUYING aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498 8785 nights
MOVING, cleaning out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools. quilts One piece or
house full. 642-6290,
492.8594 after 6pm.
WANT to buy used time
dock 753-5719

w
320

- EXTRA NICE
TOWNHOUSE
2
bedroom, 2
bath, nearly new,
$500 security deposit, $475/1110.
rent

753-4682 or
753-5870
1BR duplex, unfurnished,
new carpet, no pets References Lease and deposit
$250/mo 753-3913
1BR efficiency apartment,
partial utilities paid, no pets
753-9741
1BR furnished apartment
dose to University and hospital Some utilities paid
Call 753-8756 or 753-4012
1BR furnished apartment
Partial utilities paid No
pets 753-9741
2BR, 2 bath apartment,
central heat and air,
washer/dryer hook-up, no
pets References required
753-3949

Firewood

100

VENDING ROUTE Local
Great extra income Sell
cheap 1-800-950-9200

STORAGE Building
1850sq ft with a loading
dock and a double door
Prime location. Call
753-8809

POOL SUPPLIES From
chemicals to parts, supplies, and accessories
Above ground to in-ground
pools, water testing available llb shock $1 99 IAgaeade $7 95, pace sticks
94bs $2995 CJ's Pool &
Patio, 106 N 4th St Murray. 759-1911

FURNISHED 2br basement apartment on lake.
$200/mo, $100 deposit.
Available June 15 No pets.
Call 436-2402.
FURNISHED efficiency
apartment 913 Coldwater
Rd $150/mo No pets
Lease 753-9393
LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back Coleman
RE 753-9898
LEASING nice 2br duplex 2
blocks from college Central H/A. No pets.
492-8850, 753-8067
NICE 2 bedroom duplex
Central H/A, all appliances
furnished Coleman RE,
753-9898
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment 1-3BR
house. 1-4BR house, both
near MSU Days 753-6111,
after 4 30prn, 753-0806
VERY nice 3BR, 1 5 bath
townhouse Central H/A,
appliances furnished Cole
man RE 753-9898
340
Houses
For Rent
3 BEDROOM, 1 5 bath
near Moors Restart $350
plus deposit 362-4837

.171

Pals
11 Supplies

520

AKC Cocker Spaniel pup- 1081 YAMAHA Maxima
pies 1 male, 9 weeks,$75 550 5,100 actual miles
1-328-8715.
$900 OBO 753-3755
AKC Registered Dashsurx1
and Dalmabon puppies
901-352-2416 nights,
901-986-3693, days
BOXER bull puppies
437-4442.

1962 YAMAHA Virago 920
Garage kept, 7800 miles,
leather saddlebags, adult
driven $1300 or best otter
492-8846.

1984 HONDA Civic, 4 door,
CHOW female 2 years old, 5 speed with air. 435-4318
$250. Call after 4pm, 1085 HONDA Goldwmg
753-5046.
good shape 901-782-3286
FREE REWARD for good after 5 30pm
students Show me a report
card with at least one 'A" or
a 'Er average and get a
kitten and box of Kitten
Chow tree Cad 489-2504
evenings and be ready to
fall in love with a beautiful 1986 Virago 1100 4700
pet
miles, excellent condition
REGISTERED German 753-6125_
shorthair pointer pups - 1987 YAMAHA Warrior
color, chocolate head, lots 4-wheeler, 350, electric
of
white.
Call start, reverse 435-4318
901-247-5681, Puryear,
USED Honda 185 3
Tenn,
wheeler. Call after 5pm,
759-1525
430
Rea
Estate
455
Auto
4BR Fleetwood, super
Parts
nice-with footers, A/C & appliances $37,995 Plywood FOR Sale Dyer's 671V
floors, free delivery, Keith blower, 2 Carter carbs, 2
Baker
Homes belts, pulleys and linkage,
9 0 1 - 6 4 4 - 0 0 1 2 , $1250 502-247-9921
1-800-748-9170.
USED Datsun and Toyota
ASK about septic, electric parts and repair work Call
and water hookup. Keith after 6pm, 474-0116
Baker Homes, Mobile
Homes, Mobile Homes
4911
New -Used -Singles Used
Doubles. Fleetwood, North
Cars
River,
Franklin
901-644-0012
or 1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
1-800-748-9170 Hwy. 79E. 88, extra clean Call
753-9832
Paris, Tenn.
DOUBLE-WIDE by Fleet- 1977 PONTIAC 4 door, 400
wood, sale priced $16,995. 4 barrel engine 753-4044
Free delivery. 2br with after 5pm
kitchen appliances_ Keith 1979 FORD Mustang
Baker
Homes hatchback. V-6, AC, 73,000
9 0 1 - 6 4 4 - 0 0 1 2 , miles, new tees and bat1-800-748-9170 Hwy. 79, tery, good condition
Pans, Tenn Open 7 days. 759-1414
KOPPERUD REALTY of- 1979 MONTE Carlo,
fers a complete range of 85,000 miles, $1800
Real Estate services with a 489-2399 after 5pm
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L.
NEW Condominiums For
Sale: 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1,380sq. ft. plus garage, all
appliances included plus
many other extras.
$77,500. For more information phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
Over A million $inventory
14's-16's-20's & 28' wides
beginning $9495. Keith
Baker
Homes
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 00 1 2 ,
1-800-748-9170 Paris,
Tenn. Hwy 79E.
USE deed for no cash down
payment We have a mobile home for you Single or
double, open 7 days Keith
Baker
Homes
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 00 1 2 ,
1-800-748-9170 Hwy 79E.
Paris, Tenn.
440
Lots
For Sale
1 ACRE lot with well, septic
tank, 200 amp utility pole.
10 minutes from town.
753-8608

CARS4 TRUCKS
VANS
Finonc,ng On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle
CARS
'88 Pont 6000

'4967

'88 Dodge Aries Wgn , '4987
'88 Ford Festiva L
'87 Ford Tburus V6

'4987

'87 Chevy Celebhty

'3987

'3987

87 Plym. Horizon

'3987

'86 lsuzu I Mark

'3,987

86 Mustang LX

'4987

'86 Cavalier Wgn.

'3487
'86 literary Lynx GS Wgn .14487

'82 ANC Eagle

'2987

'81 Toyota Corolla

'1987

'87 Dodge Ram Van

'4987
'4987

2 lots each 150x200
759-1084

85 Ford Ranger

'4487

'84 Chevy S10

'4987

'84 GMC S15

'4987

'82 Ford Van

'3987

150
Foam
Fr Ur
25 ACRES bottom land, 8
miles east of Hazel, $7500
492 8548
460
Homes
For Sale
3500sq ft 1 -story brick at
1306 Doran Rd. liv., din.
den wNault coil & wd
burn tp , 3 full baths, 3
bckms widress area, exercise & Oictizzi rm 7 closets,
Ig kit & breakfast area
w/pantry, laund rm , lg. 2
car garage. Ig attractive
brick & quarry tile patio, Ig
lot (150x225') phone.
753-0335 after 600 P.M.

3BR, 1 bath brick home
with garage and central
heat and air New carpet,
nice neighborhood, in town,
$425 753-6702

FOR Sale By Contactor 2
new. 3br, 2 bath houses
located in Martin Heights
SubdNision Buy now and
pock your carpet
CaN
753-3903 or 753-3
4)31t04

NICE 2BR, stove and reWE buy junk bettenes $2 frigerator. 8 miles SE of
per automotive unit 87 No Murray No pets ReferMain Benton, Ky
ences and deposit
527-7122
492-8594

REDUCED! Nice 3br, 1
bath home 4 miles north of
Murray Natural gas heat
and window NC New septic 753-2703

TRUCKS

'81 Ford 350
'81 Ford Van

'3987
-

'3987

'77 Chevy Van

PONTOON boat slips for
rent Also, pontoon boats
for rent For more information call, Cypress Bay Resort, 901-232-8221

1980 MAZDA RX7, red,
sunroof, AC,stereo $2750
1500 Canterbury,
753-9710

A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal Spraying
and feeding Also free estimates 35 years expenence Glen Joiner owner
753-0906

1 98 1
CUTLASS
Ekougham full power. sunroof, $1700 436-2259
1983 FORD Escort GT
needs motor, $350 1984
225 Yamaha 3 wheeler,
$700 753-0531
1984 TEMPO, air, cruise,
stereo, tilt. automatic, one
owner, extra clean, $2600
753-7419 after 12 noon
1985 300ZX loaded, turbo,
dark blue, excellent condition See at 602 Main or call
753-7307
1985 TOYOTA MR2- blue
exterior, black interior, new
tires, sharp car 70,000
miles, sunroof, reduced
$4800. See at 609 S 4th or
call 753-9514.
1986 CUTLASS Siera, 2
door, cruise, air, $4700
759-4876
1986 IROC Z-28 air, automatic, V-8. Olt, excellent
condition, 22,000 actual
miles, must see to appreciate Must sell' $6950 Call
354-9144.
1986 TOYOTA Corolla, excellent condition 63,000
actual miles. $6300 will go
as low as $5900 Call
753-6245_
1987 PONTIAC Grand Am
4 door 753-0489 or
489-2570
1987 PONTIAC TransAm
t tops, loaded, all options
Must sell, 753-9414
1988 TAURUS $5295,
1984 Jimmy 4x4 $4995
437-4723
1990 LUMINA Eurosport, 2
door Call 247-4533 after
5pm

Used
Trucks

Have You Been Turned
Doer' Elsewhere?
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
We sill dependable,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit.
Low Weekly Payments
Other Locations
Mayfield Paducah
See Sjmm1 Bradshaw

cr ii-" Irby

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thom, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664.
BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing Driveways, porches, new fnndabons, and
chimney and repair work
753-5476.
CONSTRUCTION. New
homes, framing, additions,
garages, patios, decks, remodeling, solar greenhouses. 753-0563 Tripp
Williams, Twin Lakes
Builders
DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing? Or is
landscaping what you
need? Call 759-9706 for
free estimate.
LICENSED for electric,
gas. refrigeration Installation and repair. Free estimates 753-7203
BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Williams 489-2663.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1979 CASE extend-a-hoe
with cab and heater, 22 00
hours Excellent condition,
$15,000 1-3546433

LAWN MOWER REPAIR same day service, most
cases Rebuild, pickup/
delivery, service calls Midway Small Engine Repair
492-8543

1984 BRONCO II 4x4
Good condition, red and
gold, $6500 753-9534
1986 COMANCHE Jeep
pickup 4 wheel drive, 6
cylinder, 5 speed, air conditioner, black with red interior, 59,000 miles 753-8944
or 753-2080

510
Campers
1977 21ft ROAD Ranger
self-contained, excellent
condition 435-4326
2411 CAMPER, sleeps 6
$2100 489-2399 after
5pm
520
Boats
& Motors
14h ENSIGN fiberglas
boat with 50hp Johnson,
$11,400 489-2399 after
5pm

Zigd"

CHEETAH Runabout
1988, 19,t, 165hp I/O See
at Lee Menne

Murray Fire Extinguisher
Sales & Service
225 N. 2nd St.
759-1999
.24 Hour Answering Service.
.Free Pick-Up & Delivery
'
We Service Any Types,

R.B. Mitchell Paving
0, .ehays & Par• -g Los

A

Spec atty

ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing,
driveway sealing Call
436-5805, 753-7036

Also Seal Coa'ang & Pt_

R B Guy or er

•,

*

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

753-1537
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING For all your carpet &
upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
75 3-58 2 7 Satisfied
references
LICENSED electrician
James GaNimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous
service 759-1835
MASON with 3 years experience seeks employment Calf 435-4161
PAINTING Paper Hanging Danny Robinson
753-0616
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126
RED gravel, dirt, sand,
mulch Call or see Roger
Hudson 753-4545
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307,

Doors & Windows
Anvil Mute Roofs
Scraps & Anchoring
Metal Steps
Treatoxl Decks & Porches
Latace or Balusters
Vinyl & IK-Rolt Skirting
Complete Parts Catalog
Miller Central Au
Moors & Boaorns
Repaued
Window A wronp
Door Canopy'

Phone
(502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S.
Hazel
Kest Prkes
* Quality Results *

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn , 753-0530
WILDEY'S Welding Portable and Shop Hwy 121
Coldwater 489-2125
WILL break and disk garden also landscape, level
driveway. bushhog Free
estimate 436-5430
WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169

CAMP
Septic
Tank
Cleaning
753-9224
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment including,
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

WILL mow, trim, out down
trees, and do other yard
work Call Sunday thru Friday, 436-2528
550
Feed
I Seed
HAY for sale, in field Red
clover-next grass Coldwater area Easy access
489-2773, evenings
560
Free
Column
FREE Australian Shepherd, female, black and
white Excellent watchdog
492-8745
FREE kittens 436-5866

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CAIIINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All 'Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•

'Drop by & see our showroom
• --r. 4 -.9e^ ^0 9-",. 8,eae

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.
HIGH grass headaches Problems with weeds - Call
us for help Bushhogging,
mowing, trimming and tree
removal 492-8254 for free
estimates

1986 S-10 EXTENDED
cab v-6, auto. air, psipb, I HAUL away washing ma$6 0 00
Must sell' chines, dryers dishwashers, tree limbs, etc
753-9414
Reasonable Air condition1986 TAN Dodge Ram full ers hauled tree I buy alumisize pickup truck V-8. fully num, batteries, copper
equipped, excellent condi- 436-2374
tion, $7200 489 2699
INSULATION Blown In By
MUST SELL 1989 Ford Sears TVA approved
Ranger XLT: Excellent Save on those high heating
Condition, LWB, Blue & and cooling bills Call Sears
Silver, 15,xxx miles, 4 cyl . 753-2310 for free estimate
Auto , Bedliner, 'Super
Hauling & Sanitation
Nice Truck '753-1916. Ask
Service (city or county)
for Greg
You call we haul 436-5574

1978, 18' OPENBOW Glastron, 150 Evirtrude,
excellent, $41-50.
753-7727

•

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Used Appliances
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848

GENERAL Repair. plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642.

1611 RUNABOUT Glastron
with 85hp Evinrude. $1500
753-1493

•Nyoual...o."7:

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303.

1972 FORD 750LN, 5
speed, 9ft gravel dump
Very good condition,
$4000. 1-354-6433

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

Inc

Strobes
Meryl

1969 BRONCO, $1500
1984 Ranger V-6, 5-speed,
$2200 489-2399 after
5pm

1982 FORD F150 short
wheel base truck, $2000
489-2627

Was
0119rsd

Contact
5311

GENERAL building Roofing and painting, interior
and exterior, concrete, etc
25 years experience
Phone (502)474-0107.

'2487

1

•

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Chevrolet Cargo Van
$334 64 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

can

'86 Chevy. Astro Van

LAKEFRONT lots, also lots
near lake and marina
436-5811

Boats
I Molars

hic

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County. Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey $62,500. Joe
W. Nanney, 753-9622.

3 LOTS together, located in
East Y subdivision on
Westside Drive. Call or see
Roger Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6763.

Used
Cars

Molotcyciss

JOES Lawncare Residen
teal & Commercial Mowing
and Trimming 345-2312

McGee
Chemical
Company
Has all the chemicals
and equipment for
total
do-it-yourself
pest control.

641 North
753-3914
KENNEY Travis Trucking
gravel, dirt, fill sand and
white rock CaN 759-1039
evenings
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wolff s Re
covery, Murray 436-5560
LAKESHORE Construction
horn• remodeling,
resodential/oommercsal renovation, plumbing, concrete, trerVharne carpentry
436- 5508
ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753 4545
Of 753-6763

f

JUST REDUCED!
This fine quality lake home is a perfect -getaway
Excellent condition and beautiful decor inside
and out. 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, ceiling fans, and
only a short walk from the lake. $60's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

7534222

Camp
Septic Tank
Cleaning
753-9224
WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

I
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City of Murray to earn dividend

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Nancy L. Bird
Mrs. Nancy L. Bird, 67, of Birmingham, Mich., died Sunday at
Birmingham.
She was born July 1, 1922, at
Murray, but had been a resident of
Birmingham, Mich., for 30 years.
Survivors are her husband.
Joseph E. Bird; one daughter, Mrs.
Thomas (Zonyia) Ernst, Birmingham; one granddaughter, Mrs. Steven (Lisa) Stankov, Hazel Park,
Mich.; three sisters, Mrs. Laurel
Pflaum, Mt. Clemens, Mich., Mrs.
LaVonne Wood, Trenton, Mich.,
and Mrs. Jack (Millie) Ward, Mur-

ray; two brothers, Larry Rhodes,
Lexington, and Halford Rhodes,
Kentucky.
The funeral will be Thursday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Vasu, Rodgers & Connell Funeral Home,
4375 N. Woodward Ave., Royal
Oak, Mich. Burial will follow in
White Chapett-Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 p.m.
today (Tuesday) at the funeral
home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Michigan Heart
Association.

Mrs. Mary Virginia Majors
Services for Mrs. Mary Virginia
Majors are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Michael Wilford
and the Rev. Charles Anderson are
officiating. Music is by Todd
Moore, soloist, and Jennifer Fuller,
organist.
Pallbearers are Tim Bradshaw,
Shane Dunnaway, Kevin Gupton,
Ronald Gupton, Jimmy Preston and
Nicky Morris. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Majors, 70, of 1214 Peggy
Ann Dr., Murray, died Sunday at
11:50 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was preceded in death by
her husband, William T. Majors;
one grandson, Alan Gupton; and
one brother, Raymond Wallace.

Survivors are six daughters, Mrs.
Linda Shropshire, Mrs. Janice Morris, Mrs. Jody Dunnaway, Mrs.
Diane Henderson and Miss Nikita
Majors, all of Murray, and Mrs.
Patricia Gupton, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
four sisters, Mrs. Juanita Alexander, Princeton, Mrs. Nell Brown,
Reidland, and Mrs. Charlene Higgins and Mrs. Betty Fulcher, Mayfield; three brothers, R.B. Wallace,
Raytown, Mo., and Charles Wallace and Junior Wallace, Florida;
10 grandchildren, Maquel, Shane
and Shawn Dunnaway, Marisa
Bradshaw, Tammy Nance, Ashley
Shropshire, Tina Preston, Nicky
Morris, and Kevin and Ronald
Gupton; three great-grandchildren;
one step great-grandchild.

Mrs. Arah Flora Kennedy
Funeral rites for Mrs. Arah Flora
Kennedy will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Joe Skelton, grandson, will officiate. Theresa Cherry will present the
music.
Burial will follow in Calvert
City Cemetery.
Friends may call after 4 p.m.
today (Tuesday) at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Kennedy, 89, RL 3, Calvert
City, died Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Long Term Care _Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was a member of Calvert City
United Methodist Church.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Ruby Flora Skelton, 1508
Sycamore St., Murfay; two grandsons, the Rev. Joe Skelton, Clinton,
and James Skelton, Evanston, Ill.;
three great-grandchildren.

Velbert B. Tanner
Final rites for Velben B. Tanner
were Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Cryer & Son Funeral
Home, Obion, Tenn. Burial was in
Oak Ridge Cemetery near Obion.
Mr. Tanner, 70, died suddenly at
his home in Murray on Saturday.

He was a retired farmer.
He is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Juanita Milner and Mrs. Jane
Sublett, Union City, Tenn.; two
brothers, Natha Lee Tanner, Obion,
and James Robert Tanner, Murray.

Preschool officers

New officers for the Murray Preschool Co-op are (back row) Denise
Steele, president; Christy Hurt, membership chairan; Tammie Hoover, publicity chairman; Debby McNutt, secretary: (front row) Lynn
Ehlhardt, equipment chairman; Nancy Dublin, treasurer; and Wendy
Wadley, vice president. The 3 year old class will meet Tuesday and
Thursday from 9-12 and the 4 year old class will meet Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 9-11:30 a.m. The Preschool Co-op Teacher is
Mrs. Sara Hussung. The Preschool is located at 16th and Main
(behind 1st Presbyterian Church). For information or an application,
please call Wendy Wadley at 753-4115 or Denise Steele at 759-1233.

Death is forever.
Heart disease
doesn't have to be.

Mrs. Berna
Starks Gordon
The funeral for Mrs. Berna
Starks Gordon is today at 2 pin, in
the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. John Hicks, James
Stom and Kevin Colvard are
officiating.
Pallbearers are Jackie Starks,
Ronnie Driver, Tim Wallace, Kevin
Driver and Dale Newport. Burial
will follow in Pace Cemetery at
Hardin.
Mrs. Gordon, 81, Hardin, died
Sunday at 6:15 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of DexterHardin United Methodist Church.
Born July 29, 1908, she was the
daughter of the late Aub Pace and
Sally Pace.
Survivors are her husband,
Grady Gordon; one daughter, Mrs.
Sue Cope and husband, Chuck, RL
I, Benton; one on, Tom Pace
Starks, Union City, Tenn.; stepdaughter, Mrs. Sharon Parks, Benton; one stepson, Jeff Gordon and
wife, Debbie, RL 3, Benton; four
grandchildren; six stepgrandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

Clayton
S. Oates
Clayton S. Oates, 78, Rt. 1, Dexter, died today at 9:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mildred Tidwell Oates; two sons,
Lawrence Stanley Oates, Flagstaff,
Ariz., and Jack Clay Oates, Rt. 1,
Dexter, one sister, Mrs. Imogene
Wilkins, Allen Park, Mich.; nine
grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Jack and Alma
Gardner receive
national award
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gardner have
received one of the 1990. National
Community Service Awards from
the American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP). They
were nominated by the Calloway
County Retired Teachers' Association (CCRTA) and the award was
presented by CCRTA President
Robert Hendon at the local groups
June 4 meeting.
The Gardners have worked for
several years for the improvement
of insurance coverage for teachers,
especially retirees, and also for the
benefits that retirees receive at
retirement and the economic
increases needed to maintain an
adequate retirement condition in
the ongoing society. Their efforts
have included local, area and state
level representation.
The AARP award is presented
each year during National Volunteer Week to recongize exceptional
volunteer service of one individual
or couples. The AARP motto is
"To Serve, Not To Be Served."
AARP is the nation's largest organization of Americans age 50 or
older. The non-profit, nonpartisan
body offers a wide variety of membership benefits and representation
at federal and state levels and
maintains headquarters in
Washington, D.C.
The newly elected President of
the CCRTA, Wilson Gantt, will
assume office August 1990.

Mayor William L Newman of
Henderson, Chairman of the Board
of Trustees of the Kentucky
League of Cities Unemployment
Compensation Reimbursement
Trust (KLC Trust) announced that
the League has declared a
$1,759,850 dividend that will be
distributed this week to eligible
members of the KLC Trust.
A dividend in the amount of
$24,147.40 has been declared for
the MURRAY — CITY.
A dividend in the amount of
$1,509.86 has been declared for the
MURRAY NATURAL GAS.
A dividend in the amount of
$2,275.42 has been declared for the
MURRAY
HOUSING
AUTHORITY.
A dividend in the amount ..of
$4,005.85 has been declared for the
MURRAY WATER & SEWER.
A dividend in the amount of
$1,224.80 has been declared for the
HAZEL — CITY.
In addition, that city or city
agency will not be required to
make any additional quarterly contributions to the KLC Trust for the
fiscal year beginning July 1, 1990.
A recently completed actuarial
study concluded that the KLC
Trust has been able to create a
surplus due to both effective local
personnel management that
resulted in record low benefit payments, and to high interest earnings
resulting from professional investment of KLC Trust assets. The
KLC Trustees declared a dividend
for any member, that met the
reserve and benefit standards established by the actuarial report.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM
r•-• •••••""*".."••••-•
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The Kentucky League of Cities, agencies participate in the KLC
as a service to its members, oper- Trust, with total suet: on April 30,
ates a number of additional non- 1990 of $6,991,698.
profit insurance programs. These
The Kentucky League of Cities
programs include a worker's com- was founiled in 1929 and is a nonpensation program, a health insur- profit association of 316 cities repance program, a liability insurancC resenting 96% of the municipal.
program, and 4 property insurance population. The offices are located
program. Each program was estab- in Lexington. Mayor Jerry E.
lished to provide the coverage that Abramson of Louisville serves as
cities need at a price their taxpay- President.
ers can afford. The League's other
longest tenured program, a worker's compensation program established in 1978, has returned over
$5 million in dividends, advanced
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Twodiscounts and credits toward future
thirds of all Vietnaffi-era veterans
premium!.
Mayor Newman said when in Kentucky's 13 westernmost
announcing the dividend, "By counties applied for the special vetmeeting the standards that allowed erans' bonus, officials in the state
participation in this dividend, com- Division of Veterans Affairs said.
Of the 6,660 eligible veterans in
mendation is certainly deserved for
the officials of MURRAY — far-western Kentucky, 4,438
applied by the Feb. 28 deadline, the
CITY".
Mayor Newman continued. office' said.
Response throughout the state
"These programs are designed for
our cities and provide service and was higher than expected, said Larassistance far beyond what the ry Arnett, director of the division.
"The numbers we ended the
commercial market offers. We are
delighted to have their participation application period with are defiand equally proud that dividends nitely surprising," Arnett said. "At
are being shared by MURRAY — the most we expected to receive
85,000 applications. When it was
CITY".
The KLC Trust was established all done, we had received more
by the Kentucky League of Cities than 101,000 applications with
in 1979 to provide unemployment 38,000 of these coming in the last
insurance benefits to eligible work- 60 days of the application period."
Retired Brig. Gen. Ed Gill of the
ers of those cities or agencies that
are members of the KLC Trust. state's Bonus Branch said all bonus
Members of the Board of Trustees checks should be mailed by the end
are: Mayor William Newman of of July.
Of the far-western applicants,
Henderson, Mayor Neil Hackworth
of Shelbyville, Mayor William 2,845 have been approved for payGoetz of Fort Mitchell, Mayor ment and received the bonus. The
David Adkisson of Owensboro, average bonus payable on applicaMayor Paul Smith of Burkesville tions processed to date was $375.
In Calloway County a reported
and Mayor Ann Latta of Prestonsburg. The KLC Trust assists mem- 415 applied out of an eligible 870
ber cities and their agencies in with 263 approved.
establishing personnel policies and
procedures that minimize unemployment insurance claims. At the
present time, 319 cities and city
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Auditor Bob Babbage said
Monday he will enter the 1991
Democratic primary for secretary
Fedeestaale Market News SerWee June 5, MI Kisof state.
lucky Pwchur Are Hoe Market Report Weiss 5 BuyMI Slaloms Rscdpie Ad 204, EA 370 Barrows & Gilts
He said in an interview he was
steady, Sows 1M higher.
attracted
by the officeholder's role
LS 1-2 720.245 Re
5611043.541
LS 1-2251.225 lb;
MIL91-41M
as Kentucky's chief election
US 2-3 1241-250 Ls
ifi2.91143.1111
official.
US 3-4 2542741 Ms
$41.511-42S0
Sows
He said Kentucky is in the botUS 1-2 mos, lb;
$51.11142.91
tom _ third of the, nation in voter
LS 14.30-401
ac? 411-S225
US 1-3 400-525 lbs
$52.011-5311
registration with an estimated 1
US 1-3 525 me up
S52.54-55..e
million people of voting age who
US 2-3 300-5411 Re
5a51-52M
Boars $41.5450.00
are unregistered.

Two-thirds of vets
applied for bonus

Babbage running

Hog market

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

753-7890

LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,000 a month.
Who will pay the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on
custodial, intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.
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$189

Partin's

Sausage

investment
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lb.

Ribeye

$439
$199

Steaks

Member New Yock, Amenc an and Midwest Stin
Exchanges and 5.1.P.C.

lb.

Chuck

American Heart
Association

•
flu
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This space provided as a public service

CH E

Roast

OUTDOOR LIGHT
SALE

lb.

Round

Steaks

lb.$
2
19

$199

Pork

Tier' Light - Set of 4
with 50 ft. cable & timer
transformer & on/off.
—

Chops

lb.

Pond-Raised

$359

Catfish

lb.

ug
Ground Beef 1/4

Patties

Auto, Air, AM/FM, Windows, Tilt
$500 Down + Tax & Tags

$199 PER MO.

HOLESALE

'39'
9 GIBSON HAM CO.
LECTRIC

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

1307 S. 12th St.
502-753-2617

Y.

14 lb. Box$
20
86

Wholesale & Retail Meat

2 Doors & 4 Doors

Loma on GO Moe ffiI UM APO

lb.

#34331
LV28164T1S

'89 Pontiac Grand m's
PMTS.

8 a.m.8 p.m.

107 N. 3rd St.
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JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH

July will mark 11th
national celebration
of Ice Cream Month
Ice cream lovers prepare your
scoops and cones. July marks the
11th national celebration of Ice
Cream Month. The theme for this
year's event is "Ice Cream for
America."
Ninety-eight percent of the
households in United States scoop
up this delectable treat, making it
the number one dessert in the country. In fact, Americans consume
almost one billion gallons annually.
Don't think of ice cream as an
indulgence. An average scoop contains only 135 calories — the same
as a banana. And because ice
cream is made from milk, its nutri-

1. Ic
over 91
the Un
cent pu
once a

tional value is unbeatable. Packed
with the vitamins and minerals, one
— and — one-half cups of ice
cream will provide you with onethird of your daily minimum calcium requirement.
Ice cream is not only a delightful
and nutritious treat, but also contributes to a healthy economy,
employing approximately 20,000
people with an annaul payroll of
$325.6 million.
No matter if your favorite flavor
is vanilla or tutti frutti, raise your
cones, cups, dishes, and sticks in a
toast to this year's ice cream
celebration.

These children
don't know.

But we know,and we thank you for it.
These children are drinking milk.
They don't know it yet, but milk
is one of the most nutritious,
healthy,growth-promoting and
good-tasting foods they eat. They
also don't know what it takes to
produce milk.
The folks at Southern States do
know what it takes. We appreciate how much effort and hard
work goesinto producing top-quality milk,and we'd like to thank During June Dairy Month,
you,our dairy customer, for the we salute you, Americas
great job you do.
dairy farmer.

"Milk, Back to the Basics" is the
theme for the 1990 celebration of June
Dairy Month in the Southeast.
For more than 50 years, June Dairy
Month has been the time set aside to
recognize the contributions of
America's dairy farm families. By providing an abundant supply of milk and
milk products, they contribute both
nutritionally and economically to
America's quality of life.

June Dairy Month also provides an
opportunity for nutritionists, food
editors and others concerned about the
American diet to remind consumers of
milk's good taste and importance to a
healthy diet.
Join in this month-long salute to the
dairy industry by participting in one of
the hundreds of local, state, or regional
events which are planned to pay tribute
to the 11,500 dairy farm families in the
Southeast.

753-1423

Quality forEveryone

Office 753-9935; Home 753-1540
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Some things you might not have known about ice cream
I. Ice cream is consumed by
over 98 percent of households in
the United States - with 84 percent purchasing ice cream at least
once a month.
2. Research shows that adults eat
66 percent of the ice cream consumed in the home. While adults
consider it a treat or indulgence, it
is given to children as a reward.
3. Although the exact origin of
ice cream is not known, historians
believe its early beginnnings were
evolutionary.., developing first
from the process of chilling juices
and milk, then to concocting water
ices, and finally to frozen desserts
containing milk and cream.
4. "Easy does it" is a key phrase
during the hot summer months.
That's why ice cream is so popular.
It's not only cool and refreshing,
but also easy to serve. Scoop it, top
it, sauce it...make a sundae, a
float...or try an ice cream pie. Ice
cream is easier to scoop or slice for
such elegant desserts if moved
freezer to refrigerator to soften. For
scooping, allow about 20 minutes
for 1/2 gallon, 10 minutes for a
pint. If slicing, allow about half
that time.
5. Children ages 2-17 and adults
age 45 and above eat the most ice
cream per person.
6. Eighty percent of all ice
cream eaten at home is consumed
in the evenings - either with dinner or as an evening snack.
7. Ice cream is a delicious addition to any diet plan. An average
scoop has only 135 calories, the
same as a banana.
8. Adults eat fifty percent of all
ice cream novelties made, and
more ice cream is consumed on
Sunday than any other day of the
week.
9. Ice cream consumption is
highest in July - National Ice
Cream Month.
10. In 1989, the top five ice
cream flavors were vanilla (30 percent), chocolate (9 percent), butter
pecan (5 percent), strawberry (5
percent) and chocolate chip (4
percent).
11. Which ice cream topping is
most popular? Chocolate fudge,
followed by hot fudge, butterscotch, caramel Ind strawberry.
12. The ice cream industry
employs 20,000 people, with an
annual payroll of $325.6 million.
13. In very large cities, more
pints of ice cream are sold, compared to medium-size cities where
quarts are more frequently
purchased.
14. In the last 1700s and early
1800s, ice cream was a rare commodity. It was advertised by confectioners and caterers when it was
available. They made it in small
quantities and it was expensive.
Accounting records from a New
York caterer of that era show an
entry of $200 for ice cream sold to
President George Washington.

15. Ice cream is not only refreshing and tasty, but also nutritious.
One and one-half cups of ice cream
provide as much calcium as an
eight-ounce glass of milk. By mixing one-half cup of ice cream and
one-third cup of milk into a milkshake, you will receive the dietary
calcium equivalent of a glass of
milk.
16. It takes about seven quarts of
milk to make a gallon of ice cream.
17. The New England area has
the highest per capita consumption
of ice cream.
Is. According to the "Guiness
Book of World Records," the
largest ice cream sundae was made
in July of 1985 and contained
4,667 gallons of ice cream, 7,000
pounds of toppings and reached a
height of 12 feet.
19. The United States is the
world leader in per capita production of ice cream and related products with 46.30 pints. Australia
comes in second with 36.7 pints
per person. New Zealand (34.25),
Canada (31.85), and Sweden
(26.65) round out the top five.
20. California produced the
largest volume of ice cream and
related products, with a total of 136
million gallons.
21. Male-headed households buy
more half gallons of ice cream,
while female-headed households
purchase more pints.
22. Since 1987, diet-type novel-

ties have grown the tastest. They
are followed by sandwiches, fudge
bars, frozen ices, and dixie cups.
23. The amount of ice cream
consumed increased with income
and education.
24. If you took all of the ice
cream manufactured in the United
States, you could provide a
10-scoop cone to everyone in the
world.
25. When was the ice cream
cone invented? In 1904 at the
World's Fair in St. Louis. This
event touched off a dramatic
increase in the popularity of ice
cream. The ice cream vendor, running out of dishes, served ice
cream in cones rolled from dough
intended for "zelabia," a crisp
wafer-like Persian pastry offered
by a neighboring vendor. The idea
was an immediate and spectacular
success, and by 1924, some 245
million cones were sold.
26. Most of the technological
advancements in ice cream have
taken place during the last 200
years. Because it was so laborintensive to prepare, ice cream was
a delicacy in the 1770s. Today, it
accounts for 18 percent of all frozen food sales.
27. On the average, ice cream
consuming households visit two
away-from-home outlets per
month.
28. Approximately 25 percent of
the ice cream consumed comes in

the form of "bulk" servings (retail
shops, restaurants, etc.), another 25
percent is in the form of novelty
items and the remaining 50 percent
is packaged and sold for home use.
29. A typical heavy user of packaged ice cream tends to be married,

economically upscale, lives in a
larger household with children in
all age groups, and resides in the
western U.S.
30. Males and females show
remarkably similar levels of ice
cream consumption.

Thank You,
Dairymen
You play an important part
in contributing to the health
and wealth of our nation.
We're proud to salute the
Dairy industry, and Dai-.-y
farmers everywhere for doing a terrific job!

FITTS BLOCK AND
READY MIX, Inc.
East Main, Murray

1=1=I131

We Help You
•Keep
It Together

Quality Petroleum Products

•
belcher oil co. inc.
403 S. L.P. Miller St.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-0212
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Protect Your Farming Investment
See Us For

Crop/Hail Damage Insurance
For More Details Call: 753-4751
Dan Shipley or Tom Scruggs

The Murray
Insurance Agency
Bel-Air Center

81

We Corry Almost Every Size Nail, Bolt,
Fastener, Glue or Whatever It Takes To Get
The Job Done. We Even Have Horse Shoes &
Horse Shoe Nails.
We carry stainless steel bolts & nuts.
Largest Inventory In Our Areal

nitiqq-AU Q
SUPPLY COMPANY
208 E. Main 753-3361
Inc. 1
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Nutrition: myth-information to test your knowledge
Nutrition experts estimate that
80 percent of nutrition information
received by consumers is "mythinformation." Are you basing your
food choices on sound nutritional
advice? Take this test to see how
-much yOu. krioW —about -healthy-eating.
Myth: Imitation Foods —
Equal to Real?
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration defines the word ."imitaLion" to mean "nutritionally inferior." That is, the food is lower in
protein, vitamins or minerals than
its standard counterpart.
For example, imitation cheese,
even if it meets the FDA protein
quality standards still may not
match the protein quality of real
cheese and may not equal real
cheese in vitamin and mineral
content.
Myth: Light or Lite?
When these terms are used on
food labels for products other than
meat or poultry, they can mean
anything from lighter in color or
texture to less sodium, fat, or calories. When these labels appear on
meat or poultry, the product must

contain no more than 10 percent fat
or have at least 25 percent less fat
than similar products.
Become a smart label reader by
understanding what these terms
mean.
Myth: Snacking
k Bad
Habit?
Snacking doesn't have to be a
"bad" habit. Many of us consume
about 20 percent of the day's calories in snacks, a statistic which can
reflect a healthy eating style when
snacks are chosen wisely. Raw
vegetables, fruits, whole-grain muffins, cheese and yogurt are good
choices and give the body needed
nutrients when eaten as part of a
balanced diet.
Myth: Milk Is For Kids:
Milk is for children and adults
alike. Milk and milk products
supply key nutrients including calcium, riboflavin and protein that
contribute to strong bones, healthy
skin and good vision.
The latest edition of the Recommended Dietary Allowances
(RDAs) recommends a higher
intake of calcium even after people
reach their full height. The new

SUPPLY AND
DEMAND

RDAs suggest 1200 mgs. of calcium per day from age 11 through
age 24, instead of through age 18
as previously recommended. The
RDAs for adults 25 and older is
800 mgs. per clay,w_hisil equivalent to approximately three servings of milk or milk products daily.
Myth: Pregnancy
Eating for
Two?
A pregnant woman is often said
to be "eating for two." However,
this doesn't mean she should eat
twice as much. Actually, a pregnant woman only needs an extra
300 calories a day to meet her
increased nutrient requirements.
Calcium needs also increase during pregnancy. Pregant women
need 1200 mgs. of calcium per day,
the amount found in about one
quart of milk.
Myth: Cholesterol Only Comes
from the Foods We Eat?
While we do get cholesterol
from some of the foods we eat, our
bodies make cholesterol regardless
of food choices.
The body needs a certain amount
of cholesterol to carry out a number of vital functions, including the
formation of nervous system tissue,
viatamin D and hormones.
Myth: Pizza — Not a WellBalanced Meal?
Pizza, continues to be a favorite
"fast food", but it's a comparative-

We salute the dairy farmers who provide us with
Milk and milk products our
bodies need for good
health.

Turner Dairies, Inc.

•

ATTENTION
CONTRACTORS
It's the Series One Contractors Policy., packaged
protection for small to medium -size artisan contractors. Simple. convenient and very affordable.

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
Insurance Agency
•

211 S. 12th 753-3415

FJ
Val, Haverstock

12th St.

at Storey Ave.
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Nutrition: back
to the basics
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Dairy Month
is the time: to. say
"Thank You"
We thank you for
helping to better our
community life, business & economy.
We hope you'll let
us help you better your future through
our full-banking service.
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ly healthy food choice as well. A are made with tropical oils that are
typical slice of thin crust pizza high in saturated fat. Opt for real
contains less than 30 percent of dairy products such as milk, which
calories from fat and almost 60 are lower in fat and calories than
percent of calories from non-dairy flavorings, and you'll
__carbohydrates.
also get the nutritional benefits that
Pizza provides important nutri- only real dairy products provide.
Myth: Quick Weight Loss
ets: calcium and protein from the
cheese, vitamins A and C from the Diets — Magic?
You've heard of the grapefruit
tomato sauce, and B vitamins and
iron from the crust. By selecting diet and others purported to magitoppings such as green peppers and cally "melt" the pounds away.
mushrooms, you can boost vitamin Don't be taken in by these fad
diets. No food or pill yet developed
and mineral intake.
can burn up fat!
Myth: Dessert Is A No-No?
Still true: The best way to lose
Not true. For most of us (unless
weight
and keep it off is to cat
a serious health problem is
involved), no food should be total- fewer calories from a variety of
ly off-limits. Desserts can be part nutritious foods and exercise
of a balanced diet including regularly.
choices from the four food groups.
Try to learn about the nutritional
content of your favorite desserts —
all desserts are not created equal. A
one-cup serving of frozen yogurt or
ice cream, for example, provides
approximately 20 percent of the
Nutrition can be a complicated
U.S. RDA for calcium. A piece of subjeCt for many consumers, and
chocolate cake, however, contri- choosing nutritious foods has
butes only a small percentage of become even more difficult. In
nutrients.
fact, over 8,700 new food products
Myth: Coffee Creamers — were introduced into America's
Fewer Calories than Cream?
supermarkets in 1989, according to
Both non-dairy coffee whiteners "Gorman's New Product News."
and real half and half cream have
How can consumers make sense
20 calories per tablespoon. But of all the new products, and their
many non-dairy coffee creamers nutrition and health claims? Getting back to the basics is the
answer.
The basics of a healthy diet —
the Four Food Groups — in
balance and moderation, can help
put it all into perspective.
Milk Group
Adults need at least two servings
of milk and milk products a day for
good nutrition. Milk groups foods,
such as milk, cheese, and yogurt,
__ provide important calcium, protein,
and the B vitamin riboflavin in our
Murray, Ky.
diets. Whole, lowfat, or skim products are just as nutritious.
Meat Group
The meat group consists of meat,
fish, poultry, eggs, dried beans and
peas, and peanut butter. Two servings a day from this group provide
iron — especially important for
women — protein, thiamin and niacin. Nutritionists recommend lean
versions of meat and lowfat cooking methods for good heart-health.
Fruit-Vegetable Group
For plenty of vitamins, especially A and C, minerals, and fiber, a
wide variety of fruits and vegetables are recommended at least two
of each daily. Dark green leafy
vegetables and citrus fruit should
be eaten three to four times a week.
Grain Group
At least four servings of bread,
cereal, pasta or rice are recommended daily for adults. These
foods are rich in energy-yielding
carbohydrates (very improtant for
athletes), iron, and B vitamins.
Whole grain varieties offer plenty
of fiber.
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Dairy Month salutes the man behind the mi
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The dairy industry has been
receiving a lot of criticism during
the past six months, with unsubstantiated allegations of chemical
residues in milk and concerns over
somatotropins prescribed - to cows
to make them more efficient
Consumers have a right to a safe,
abundant milk supply. The dairy
farmers of America are committed
to ensuring a quality product.
Remember the dairy industry is not
a large, impersonal corporation.
It's made up of people like you and
me who take great pride in their
work. They stand behind the quality milk and milk products they
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produce.
Dairying is one of the few
businesses left where personal
pride plays an important role in
producing the prochict. Each_ time a
gallon or Milk is purchased, there
is a farmer who has a personal
stake in its quality. His name may
not be on it, but you can bet his
heart went into it
If you talked with a dairy farmer
today, he might reminisce about
how the industry has changed since
his grandfather farmed. He would
tell you about new technologies
and better management techniques.
But one concept has been passed

lk

on from generation to generation.
The dairy farmer remains personally involved in the day to day operation of his dairy.
That kind of personal commitment creates pride in your work
and insures strict quality control.
That is why the dairy industry
far and away has fewer incidences
of contamination than any other
agricultural product in the United
States.
During June Dairy Month, we
celebrate one of the last bastions of
American pride - where it all began
more than 300 years ago — on the
farm.

A commitment to quality dairy foods
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Tests conducted earlier this year
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) have confirmed what
consumers have known all along:
America's dairy farmers are committed to providing k safe, nutritious milk supply free of chemical
residues.
Random testing of milk samples
in 13 U.S. cities by the FDA revealed no signs of chemicals or antibiotics in milk available to
consumers.
The results are not surprising.
Milk is inspected and tested at the
dairy farm, before it is received by
the processing plant, and again
after it is packaged to insure consumer safety.
"FDA Consumer", a montly
magazine on food safety and agriculture, states, "Milk is probably
more closely regulated at the feder-

al and state levels than any other
food."
This exhaustive testing process
begins when milk is picked up at
the farm. A sample is taken to be
tested at the dairy plant laboratory
for trace levels of antibiotics and
contaminants.
When the milk tanker truck
arrives at the dairy plant, the entire
load is again checked, this time for
excess water, antibiotics, and bacteria. At this point, if the load fails
any of these tests, the milk is
discarded.
Once the milk is package, it is
tested again before the product is

sent to the supermarket. Once the
milk reaches the dairy case, it is
.again subject to random inspections
- by FDA officials. Inspectors ensure
product labels and weight are accurate and test again to determine
that the milk is of high quality.
Besides testing the product itself,
dairy plants and farms are independently inspected by state and federal officials to ensure their are no
irregularities in the operation.
With all of these safeguards in
place, shoppers can be assured that
the milk and milk products they
bring home are nutritious and delicious and safe for the entire family.

Westside Veterinary Service
' Ardlir Petlt Livestock Veterinarian
Calls Received 24 Hours A Day
Dr. Robert M. Salley • Dr.
Noel Thomas
• Dr. James Hoffman •
Johnny Robertson Rd., —
753-6749

CREAM
OF THE
CROP.
Thank you dairy farmers for providin
with a bountiful harvest of healthy milkg us
and
milk

products.
We salute
you
during
June
Dairy
Month for
your hard
work and
dedication. Your
efforts
prove
that the
best
always
rise to
the top.
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HEAT
PUMP
1

2
3

May cost less than electric heating
Cools more economically than regular
air conditioning system installed 5 to 10
years ago
Only need one system Split system or
package heat pumps

4

Kenmore heat pump with 5-year limited
warranty See store for details.
Ha.*,
. ucr• you says OltOenOS On many factors

Properly fertilized pastures and crop
land work harder to produce more milk
from your dairy herd...and provide extra
feed next winter. Saves you buying hay!
Our power-packed fertilizer can enrich
your soil with needed nutrients.. make
pastures pay off in a big way. Ask about
low cost Fertilizer Spreader Service, Too.

-ourlmg weather and age of old system Call
i15 'o'
to, cletisis INSTALLATION EXTRal

Purtno Doctor
Low cost financing for residential and
commercial heat pump installations available through the TVA Heat Pump
Financing Program

Sears Roebuck
& Co.
Sol Alr Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Call 753-2310
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Prairie warns

Purina Feed Available

HUTSON AG
SERVICE
Hazel
498-8142

Wiswell
753-6414
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Interesting dairy facts
from across Kentucky
1. Last year, Kentucky farmers
produced 2,265 million pounds or
263 million gallons of milk.
2. In 1989, Kentucky dairy farmers milked an average of 212,000
cows.

3. Milk produced per cow averaged 10,684 pounds of 4,969 quarts
in 1989 for Kentucky milk
producers.
4. Nationally, milk produced per
cow amounted to 14,056 pounds.
5. At the end of 1989, there were
4,161 dairy farmers in the state.
6. In Kentucky, 149 farms
engaged in the processing, distributing, and manufacturing of milk
and milk products, with 3,267
employees and an average annual
payroll of $68,954,826.
7. Dairy farms in Kentucky
employ an estimated 36,680 people
at an annual payroll of
$1,064,323,000.
8. The total multiplier effect of
the dairy industry in Kentucky provides for 65,865 jobs and generates

A
a

an estimated $1,687,824,000 worth
of economic activity.
- 9. Nationally, dairy producers
received about 63 cents from the
milk processors' dollar.
10. Consumers spend only 13.7
percent of their income on food,
with dairy products accounting for
1.6 percent.
11. Today, the time required to
work to purchase a half-gallon of
milk amounts to 6.9 minutes; ten
years ago it took almost 9 minutes.
12. Last year, per capita consumption of milk amounted to
almost 21 gallons.
13. In 1989, the consumption of
lowfat fluid products accounted for
over 41 percent of all fluid consumption, almost twice as much as
10 years ago.
14. Dairy producers in Kentucky
feed 14.7 pounds of concentrate
daily to each milk cow.
15. For every 100 dairy milk
cows in Kentucky, there are 40
replacement heifers.
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We supply: Feed, Seed,
Farm Supplies & Custom Cleaning.

Lynn Grove Feed & Seed
435-4415

Lynn Grove

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Completely Erected,Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab. All Quality Materials, No Seconds.
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We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, And Written Warranty.

4

19 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING .
'Al/Hardboard Siding
Deluxe Models
Vinyl Siding
1 1/2 CAR (12X20)
'1990 1 1,2 CAR (12X20)
1425
2 CAR (19X20)
'2675 2 CAR (18X20)
$3095
LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)
'2950 LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)
$3390
2 1t2 CAR (24X24)
'3290 2 1/2 CAR (24X24)
$3675
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24X30) '3875 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24X30) $4375
(Plus Oft Level Lot) & Freight
YOUR SAT7SFAC770N IS OUR GOAL

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Milk products taste as good as they are good for you!

Farmers Have
Enough Problems.
As a farmer, you have enough problems
without having to worry about insurance.
Let us help. Give us a call. We'll sit down
with you and work out a sound insurance program that is designed specifically for your insurance needs.

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt Insutance
407 Maple

Southold* Court Sq.

753-4451
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Americans by the millions are taking
a licking to ice cream, industry says
Ice cream used to be simple and
uncomplicated. The price of a quart
seldom varied by more than a penny, and flavors were few. There
was chocolate, vanilla or strawberry. Those couldn't decide would
turn to neapolitan.
Ice cream was a blissful treat
consumed solely for pleasure and
without regard to calories.
Today, ice cream is a burgeoning
S9 billion industry. Thee International Ice Cream Association
counts more than 2,100 different
ice creams and frozen desserts currently being marketed. These products are divided into four grades:
economy, regular, premium, and
super premium.
There are two factors which
determine ice cream grades: butterfat content and the amount of air
which is whipped into the product.
Economy ice creams, often sold
as inexpensive store brands, have
the minimum (10 percent) amount
of butterfat and the maxiumum

amount of air allowed by the Food
and Drug administration. The more
air, the lighter the product.
In contrast, the immensely popular super premium ice creams are
made with the best cream, finest
fruits, and darkest chocolate. While
a typical gallon of supermarket ice
cream may weigh four pounds, a
mouth-watering super premium
may weigh up to 6 1/2 pounds.
Regular and premium ice cream
fall somewhere in between. The
variations in weight account for the
price disparity among the different
brands.
Ice cream has changed with the
needs of consumers. Today you can
find light ice creams which contain
only a small amount of cream, and
ice milk, which contains milk but
no cream.
Sherbets have the least amount
of butterfat, but must contain ether
milk or milk solids. Sorbets of ices,
often served to clean the palate, are
combinations of pureed fruit, sugar,

ROUND BALER
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and water.
"The Guiness Book of World
Records" credits Baskin Robbins as
having more than 400 different flavors. But even with the infusion of
cheesecake, bubble gum, and peanut butter and jolly flavors, vanilla
still remains the ice cream of
choice. The American demand for
vanilla ice cream exceeds the total
amount of natural vanilla produced
worldwide. So beware, many inexpensive ice creams use artificial
vanilla flavoring.
•••••••••

No matter which flavor you
choose, you're not alone in your
love for ice cream. Americans consume more ice cream than any
other country in the world. It
remains the most popular dessert in
the U.S. As a matter of fact, if you
calculated all of the ice cream produced in this country, you could
provide everyone on the planet
with a 10-scoop cone.

DAIRY
FARMERS
Are
Special
People.

WE CARRY PARTS FOR
ALL MAKES

,

C.

* All Types of Pressure Hoses
Made While You Wait
* Brake Lining &
Drums
* Rear Axle Parts

MA9

•See the all-new John Deere round baler line
in action! Faster baling, improved reliability,
easier operation. Look over the new features
and options.
•Line is expanded to include: two economy
bale units, the 335 and 375, and two
high-capacity 72-inch bale diameter models,
the 435 and 535.
•Pick up literature and get your questions
answered by our baler specialists.

J D Eq. Center
Hwy. 641 So.
759-1617

LEADERSHIP
AT WORK

THANKS
FOR
A
JOB
WELL
DONE!

* Wheel Bearings &
Seals
* Transmission Parts
* Diesel Engine
* All Types of
Parts
Filters
* Tires & Wheels
* Universal Joints
FLEETRITE
0 =3

TROCKS•TRAILERHOSES, Inc.
641 S. Murray
753-1372
1-800-828-5484
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Dallying in the 1990s: a decade of uncertainty
The outlook for dairying in the
1990s is complex and suggests
many variables that could influence
the industry's direction. Record
milk prices in the latter part of the
1989 may set the stage for the
1990s.
One factor that will play a major
role is the adoption of new technologies. Some estimate that the
introduction of bovine somatotro-

pin (BST) could increase milk production to 20,000 pounds of milk
per cow. If that projection holds
true, only 7-8 million cows would
be needed to meet U.S. demand for
milk.
Many scientists believe BST is
only the beginning of a technological boom in the dairy industry.
Other techniques may become
available that could increase the
-

efficiency and production potential
of dairy producers.
Beyond new technology, there is
a trend towards less cows and fewer farms. An analysis suggests this
trend will continue. With the traditional advances in dairy cattle
genetics and improved management, production per cow could
increase to 18,000 pounds even
without the use of BST.

Consumer demand is yet another
factor which will shape the dairy
industry. In the 1980s, the demand
for dairy products increased at a
rate of 2-3 percent, while retail
dairy prices lagged behind the price
of other food products. A relatively
low price in retail dairy products
during the 1990s could stimulate
demand.
During the 1990s, dairy industry

leaders will have to lace consumer
concerns about food safety and
health. Issues like BST, fat and
cholesterol. and residual contamination, whether true or implied,
could have a negative effect on
sales.
Perhaps one the major factors
facing the dairy industry will be
the direction of federal dairy legislation.

CUT
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$300 Cash Back.
We'll give you $300 cash back
with the purchase of a new 8320,1
8330 or 8340 Case International
mower conditioner. Compare the advantages for yourself. Smooth,
dependable non-stop cutting. Faster dry down.Plus easier maintenance.
And with $300 cash hack, it's an easy way to cut costs too. Stop in and
see us soon. Offer runs May 1 through July 31, 1990.
•

ELECTRICITY..
Today's
Way to
EnjoyLife

to

McKeel Equipment Co., Inc
503 Walnut Street, Murray • 1939 N. 8th St., riaducah
(502) 753-3062
(502) 444-0110

It's important to spend time
together...and just relax. It's nice to
know you can take time to enjoy life
a little more because you can let electricity do the work. Clean, safe,
reliable and quiet, your electric
appliances are there for your
convenience.
Your washer and dryer and
dishwasher are work savers, like your
freezer and microwave. They are the
big and little miracles of electricity
that give you the day off.
After all, don't you deserve it?
Electricity is today's way to enjoy life.. .today's way to relax.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
753-5012
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